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Editorial

Poseidon, the ship and the sea

Looking through past issues of Naﬅika Chronika from the
70s onwards, a dominant theme in the positions of prominent
protagonists in Greek shipping was and continues to be the
Competitiveness of the Greek ﬂag. One could claim that the
state has never had a clear long-term strategy on our
shipping, as this sector is unknown territory for most
politicians, with little power in terms of the votes it can
'oﬀer', especially in areas without mariners and maritime
tradition.
Moreover, a recent aspect of the sloppy attitude of the
political family towards shipping is the government’s unilateral
extension of the emergency contribution and additional
taxation agreed between the Government and the Union of
Greek Shipowners. All political parties in Greece, regardless
of ideology, have always seemed to have a love- repulsion
relationship with shipping. This, especially in times of crisis,
does not change.
The truth is that the Greek state’s policy towards the wider
shipping industry is exhausted on the ﬂag or the composition
of the Greek ship and much less on maritime education.
Just as well, one might think about this reluctance to
engage more effectively with the Greek ship, because
inexperienced politicians or dogmatic opportunists have at
times done more harm than good, ignoring the wishes of
both the social partners and the stakeholders in shipping
and serving only speciﬁc ideologies and party lines.
With developments “running" in other areas of shipping and
the associated industries, the political leadership in Akti
Vassiliadis in this period of deep crisis and rampant unemployment
could turn to areas of maritime activity that are particularly
dynamic and showing sustained growth, such as marine
tourism and shipbuilding innovation. It is high time our
country focused with seriousness and a creative attitude on
the whole range of shipping and satellite activities, as well
as the development of the port industry. Let us not forget
that Neptune and his daughters, the Nereids and Oceanids,
didn’t only protect the ship, they also protected the
seafarer and all the activities and opportunities oﬀered by
marine occupations.

Today’s era of gloom requires a holistic approach from our
state towards all maritime activities and the associated
ﬁelds. The European Union, for example, through the priorities
set by the Greek Presidency, among other things, has
brought to the fore marine tourism and the exploitation of
the seas and their huge wealth. Taking initiatives on
strategy and policy, and above all, a broader perspective in
the way the state perceives and approaches shipping
becomes therefore necessary. Shipping is not only the ﬂag.
"Leave the flag alone and let the managing company
unhampered to lead in world shipping", is what we would
say to any politician or technocrat in Attica or Brussels.
What needs modernization are the laws, policies and mainly
the infrastructures in other sectors of the wider maritime
activity. What modern shipping companies need, in our
opinion, is a 'liberal', integrated and holistic operational
framework, in which the issue of the ﬂag, while important,
will not monopolize all Greek state policies and strategies.
So let the Posidonia exhibition, which opens its gates in a
few days, be an example to the state. At the largest exhibition
of the shipping industry worldwide, participants’ stands
cover the whole range of shipping, from ﬂags and registers
to shipyards, catering companies etc. The state should
apply a similar approach in shaping its holistic policies. In
short, the challenge is to not lose our sea expertise, and,
more importantly, to support it in today’s globalized environment
which opens up opportunities but also leads to reversals.
We know that the concept of a port state sounds like music
to the ears of politicians, because it brings them closer to
shore, where the votes are. The great danger here therefore is
to be lured to abandon ﬂag state policies and end up without
any Shipping at all, as happened to many other traditional
maritime nations. And it is as a ﬂag state that we currently
have a strong voice in international fora.
Concluding, to avoid any misunderstanding of our proposals,
the flag state should be the main priority, the absolute
commitment of the state.
To any question / dilemma pertaining to ﬂag state or port
state, the answer, therefore, as a loyal friend puts it, is "και
τούτο ποιείν, κακείνο μη αφιέναι", which in plain Greek
means we can do one thing without neglecting the other.
I. G. B.
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A (woman's) success story in shipping

“
interview
“

Not only can a woman survive, she can also overcome
great challenges, be effective and even shine in a man-dominated business
sector such as the Shipping industry.

Chairman & CEO of the SRH Marine Electronics,

Athina Vezyri answers questions submitted by«NAFTIKA CHRONIKA»

» How did you decide to get involved and claim a place in
the predominantly male-dominated field of shipping?
Born in a shipping family, I have been exposed to the sea since
my early childhood, by joining my father on his travels...
Something quite fascinating at that age.
As years passed, this fascination turned into a profession, a
decision which would later determine my life for good.
I started my career as a Radio Oﬃcer on board many diﬀerent
types of trading vessels. Aﬅer travelling around the world for
12 years, it was time for me to return to shore.
I then undertook the Deputy Technical Manager's position in a
Greek Shipping Company with more than 20 vessels.
All this experience, together with my personal ambitions and
continuous hard work, brought me where I am today,
Chairman & CEO of SRH Marine Electronics.
There are numerous examples of women succeeding in the
Shipping sector; most of them can be found on the member list
of the Women's International Shipping and Trading Association
(WISTA), of which I too am a member. All of these women share
a common idea: Every person, man or woman, can achieve
anything they set their minds on.
The way that my career has evolved has made me even more
conﬁdent in my belief that not only can a woman survive, she
can also overcome great challenges, be eﬀective and even shine
in a male-dominated business sector such as the Shipping industry.

»

What are the elements of a successful company like
yours today?
Every organization is a small society: It operates based on its
core values and code of ethics. The key core values of SRH Marine
Electronics are the professionalism and experience of our staff
and certiﬁed, specialized engineers, our "sleepless" customer
support, the high quality and variety of our products and services,
our innovative and ﬂexible "value for money" solutions, as
well as the ability to act as the one partner who can meet all
customer's needs eﬀectively and with time eﬃciency.
In order to successfully represent such values, there are
several standards that need to be maintained, starting from the
simplest positions and all the way up to the Management level:
Team spirit and communication. Hard work. Devotion. Vision. Honesty.
And last but not least, excitement and passion for what you do.

- NΑΥΤΙΚΑ 100 ΧΡΟΝΙΚΑ -
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» To what extent has the economic recession aﬀected your
company?
The recession undoubtedly aﬀected our company at the beginning,
but it has also provided new motivation for becoming even
more competitive, creative and hardworking: The main ways to
overcome it. Our company's philosophy of continuously expanding
our products and add value services portfolio functioned as a
proactive measure to this crisis, enabling us not only to maintain,
but to also increase our market share.
The last few years, we covered our manpower needs by hiring

Every person, man or woman,
can achieve anything they set their
minds on.

many young and talented professionals and at the same time,
by oﬀering these employment opportunities, we contributed to
alleviating our country's social hardships.

communication, navigation, and safety and automation
equipment. This includes worldwide sales, installation, repair
and maintenance, as well as inspection and surveys.

» What are your goals for tomorrow?

» How do you diﬀerentiate your products from those of
competitors in the industry?
What are the new proposals - services you provide in this
market?

» What are the areas of specialization of SRH Marine
Electronics?
SRH Marine Electronics specializes in the latest maritime

“

Our major concern is to be a top partner rather than just a supplier and to maximize our customers' satisfaction and loyalty,
by always improving the quality of services rendered, both on
shore and at sea.
By continuously increasing our operational eﬃciency, we strive
to maintain and extend our leadership position within the Greek
market and to further expand our international presence.

“

Some of the main competitive advantages of SRH Marine
Electronics are the "One Stop Shop" concept, the ability to
perform remote repairs, our worldwide service coordination
center, and the latest technology in IT integrated solutions.
Our recent developments are the establishment of IT service
network depots, starting from Singapore, as well as the creation
of SRHnet, a new solution for business applications and crew
communication such as ﬂeet monitoring, weather report, traﬃc
monitoring and alerts, crew management and remote access.

- NΑΥΤΙΚΑ 101 ΧΡΟΝΙΚΑ -
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MAN Diesel & Turbo Hellas:
Expanding in new activities!
The Managing Director of the Man dIESEL & Turbo Hellas Ltd.,
Dionissis Christodoulopoulos answers questions submitted
by «NAFTIKA CHRONIKA»

» What courses does your Academy oﬀer?

» Describe the activities of your regional oﬃce in the Greek
market during the past few years
MAN Diesel & Turbo Hellas has been committed to continuous
growth and to increasing its market share in the Aﬅer Sales and
the New Buildings sector.
In the Greek Market, MAN Diesel & Turbo is mostly known for
its B&W Main Engines, Diesel Generators and Turbochargers.
We are also involved in coastal shipping with our MAN Design
Augsburg and Pielstick, Paxman and Ruston engines in Greece.
lot has been successfully introduced in the previous years such
as the G type engine, and the expansion of our activities to the
Retrofit sector which is very promising. We now have the
opportunity to oﬀer our customers a cost saving solution for
their vessels.
We also have extended our business to further applications such
as in the Power Generation sector and are involved with Energy
Companies, and also cooperate with Reﬁneries and other EPC
contractors.
In order to strengthen our services provided to the Greek
market, we have established the first PrimeServ Academy
Piraeus in the summer of 2013. Our PrimeServ Academy
Piraeus is reaching almost one year of successful courses, and
the market pulse and prebookings show us that such Academy
was needed in the Greek market.

The MAN PrimeServ Academy in Piraeus oﬀers courses in both
ME-C engines as well as MC,MC-C engines and also more ME
engine speciﬁc courses like the ME Electrician course. At the
same time we have the capacity to meet customer demands
and prepare speciﬁc short tailor made courses according to
particular requirements, including courses on board.
Well trained and qualiﬁed staﬀ is the success key needed in the
Greek Shipping Market. Course participants have the opportunity
to study our engines in depth and to troubleshoot in real life
circumstances.The courses that are taught in our Academy
interconnect theory and practice. Our classroom is equipped
with the latest technological teaching tools, and includes real
life simulators. Our courses are taught by experts that are well
trained and qualiﬁed on MAN Diesel & Turbo engines.

» What are future plans?
Throughout the years, MAN Diesel & Turbo Hellas has expanded
its activities and has managed to double its human resources.
Our human resources are considered as one of our most
important assets and for that reason we have invested on further
upgrading our local staﬀ competences through diﬀerent seminars
and trainings in order for our customers to enjoy products and
services of the highest possible quality.
We have further invested in the creation of an electronic
platform of parts supply. This platform at the moment is working
on a test internal basis for a part of our Turbocharger business,
and we have a department that is working on the creation for
the same appliance for our main engines. This is a long term
project and we expect it to be able to go live in two or three
years.
In two to three years an electronic platform of parts supply will
be launched
Furthermore, our target is to expand in all areas of activity of
the MAN brand including provision of technical support, provision
of our high standard spare parts, training and a complete product
service package.
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Flags and Class

Future trends
and challenges

for tomorrow’s ship-owners
The IMO’s legislative proposals and the
EU’s political initiatives are not to be
underestimated.
The technological challenges for the shipping
industry are not trivial and the ongoing
debates on energy suﬃcient vessels may
lead the sector to a new yet unknown era.
In the annual report on Classiﬁcation Societies
and Ship Registers, Naﬅika Chronika asks
leading experts to comment on recent
developments and analyse the implications
for their industries and the shipping
community at large.
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Flags and Class

Focus on environmental
and commercial performance

By Lambros Chahalis, Vice President, Regional Chief Executive Hellenic & Black Sea Region Bureau Veritas

Bereau Veritas strongly believes in helping owners achieve
both the best environmental performance and the best
commercial performance. In the case of energy saving,
these two goals are absolutely aligned.
But we do not think the current indexes and proposals are
all satisfactory or oﬀer a one size ﬁts all solution. And we
certainly do not think that Greek owners in particular need
anyone to force them to be more economical.
However, the regulations and indexes are a fact of life and what
we can do is help owners live with them and if possible benefit
from them. On the one hand, that means reducing the
regulatory burden of compliance by simplifying certiﬁcation
and record keeping, for which we provide simple and clear
services. On the other hand it means helping shipowners ﬁnd
the right solutions for their speciﬁc ships and trades so that
they are as cost-eﬀective and energy-eﬃcient as possible.
Each owner has diﬀerent issues and there are a wide variety of
solutions with diﬀerent levels of eﬃcacy. Getting the best out
of existing ships is a very diﬀerent problem to looking for the
most eﬃcient newbuilding.
That is why we have a range of tools and services and experts
to guide shipowners. At the local level we have simple, pragmatic home-grown solutions like our Cargo Heating Scheduler,
developed here in Greece with Minerva Shipping. It is a soﬅware
tool that will help tanker owners save 10 – 15 per cent of their
cargo heating fuel bills.

“

“

We do not think the
current indexes and proposals
are all satisfactory or offer a one
size fits all solution.

At a global level we provide full energy analysis using our
powerful SEECAT analytical tool, which can model all energy
flows on an existing ship or newbuilding, and then model
proposed changes to equipment or operational practices.
That will quantify the potential energy savings, which can then
be compared with the investment required.
For newbuildings and also for assessing retroﬁt of hull ﬁttings
or new bows, for example, our technical and commercial cooperation agreement with French hydrodynamic specialist
HydrOcean provides access to powerful Computational Fluid
Dynamics services.
HydrOcean’s CFD services save massive amounts of time for
ship, oﬀshore structure and marine energy systems designers.
Hull forms can be optimised by evaluating hundreds of designs
over a wide range of load conditions in only a few weeks, and
produce ship fuel consumption savings up to 10 or 15 per cent.
Working with HydrOcean’s powerful tools, we are no longer
limited to a small number of load conditions when optimising
hull forms. New vessels can now be optimised for a complete
operational proﬁle, which means genuine energy-saving over
the entire working cycle of a vessel.
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IMO must be proactive
regarding ship related emissions

By Yasushi Nakamura, Executive Vice President, ClassNK.

»

Almost all shipping related organizations are averse to
the newly suggested regulation of Monitoring-ReportingVeriﬁcation (MRV) that the European Union intends to impose
on vessels approaching European ports. On the one hand
they claim that this is an issue which belongs to the jurisdiction
of the IMO. On the other hand they object to what in their
opinion is an obvious eﬀort by the EU to enforce an operational
categorization of vessels (indexing) with a potential future
impact such as the increased taxation for the least “energy
eﬃcient” vessels, a mandatory reduction in consumption
for all the vessels (EEDI type), etc.
Do you have a speciﬁc position on this issue? Should the EU
or the IMO (or both) conclude on such a regulation?
Do you believe that such a regulation is needed in order to
oblige shipowners to save fuel?
The global shipping industry accounts for roughly 3% of the
world’s CO2 emissions, or roughly the entire CO2 emissions of
Germany. Under the Kyoto Protocol of the United Nations
Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC), reduction
targets for on-land GHG emissions for specific countries are in
place; however there are no targets in place for emissions at
sea. Instead, the IMO has been assigned to work on putting in
place regulations to limit as well as reduce GHG emissions.

“

“

As an independent verifier, ClassNK is not in a particular postion
to make any judgments. However, since the mechanism under
the UNFCCC which imposes targets per country does not suit
international shipping, the IMO must be proactive in considering
a CO2 emissions reduction plan in international shipping in
order to avoid intervention by the UNFCCC due to delays in IMO
handling the situation.
Also, in order to avoid needless confusion, from a practical
standpoint, rather than imposing separate regulations on each
country or region, we should aim to create global regulations
that apply to all vessels in order to combat global warming
through international shipping.

»

The EU and countries like Germany and Japan support
the view that the EEOI (Energy Eﬃciency Operational Index)
must be compulsory in order for anyone to have knowledge
of the “energy eﬃcient” vessels; thus the least energy eﬃcient
vessels will be obliged to proceed with the necessary
improvements. On the contrary, many experts support that
the EEOI is not appropriate for correctly
calculating a vessel's energy performance (which, among
other parameters, is related to weather conditions), nor can
such an index exist, even if we use previous data for the
development of an average value. Do you think that such

Since the mechanism under the UNFCCC does not suit
international shipping, the IMO must be proactive in considering a CO2
emission reduction plan.
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Αφιέρωμα

“

“

EEOI and its related indexes do not include any correction
factors for weather conditions thus they cannot accurately indicate
the energy efficiency of each actual voyage.

performance analysis. ClassNK-NAPA GREEN allows the user
to rapidly adapt operations in real-time to capitalize on latent
eﬃciencies. This makes ClassNK-NAPA GREEN a practical solution
for GHG reduction.
Having worked in partnership with NAPA for almost a decade
on various joint projects such as the ClassNK-NAPA GREEN
operational support soﬅware, we realized that the potential for
even further innovation was enormous. That is why on 18 March
we announced that we would be acquiring 100% of the NAPA
Group. However, NAPA will continue operating as an independent entity, and continue its work to support designers, builders,
owners, and operators of all vessels, including non-NK classed
vessels. By working together we believe that we can greatly increase
the capabilities of both our organizations to the beneﬁt of the
entire maritime industry.
indexes of energy efficiency are feasible? Should these
indexes become mandatory?
Bearing in mind the process of talks that were held at the IMO
to reduce GHG emissions in international shipping, regulations
should become an appropriate energy eﬃciency base.
When evaluating vessels, the only index which currently represents
this energy eﬃciency base is the EEOI or a modiﬁcation of it,
for example, EEOI without cargo, or an index which uses fuel
caloriﬁc values and vessel operating times.
However, as stated in your question, these indexes do not
include any correction factors for weather conditions,so they
cannot accurately indicate the energy eﬃciency of each actual
voyage. Therefore, resolving this issue is without a doubt the
next big challenge we face.
That is why ClassNK is constantly working in partnership with
the industry to develop new technological solutions. One of
these solutions is the ClassNK-NAPA GREEN operational support
soﬅware, which was developed in partnership with leading
Finnish soﬅware house NAPA. Where EEOI does not include factors
for the eﬀect of weather conditions and sea conditions etc.,
ClassNK-NAPA GREEN enables ship owners to optimize their
operations by providing tools for weather routing and voyage
planning, in addition to trim optimization and dynamic

» Following the reactions on a similar index used by
RightShip, the IACS had announced (more than a year ago)
the launch of research aiming at verifying the existence or
not as well as the appropriateness of such indexes. What
was the outcome of this research?
Aﬅer doubting the technical reliability of certain indexes being
used to evaluate the energy eﬃciency of ships in service, a
group of shipowners ﬁled a request with IACS to carry out an
investigation into these indexes.
Due to time constraints, IACS was unable to carry out a
comprehensive investigation within the organization, and therefore
proposed the following three concepts to the industry.
1. Design based index
2. Operational based index
3. Hybrid Design-Operational based index
As an independent third party, IACS is not in a position to decide
which index is the most appropriate, however it achieved its
goal of introducing several indexes to the industry. The investigation
is now complete, and aﬅer reviewing IACS’ proposals it is now
up to the shipowners to decide if any further actions need to
be taken.
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We expect an MRV scheme in the
near future

By George Teriakidis, Customer Service Manager / Principal Surveyor Regional Oﬃce East Med.,
Black & Caspian Seas, DNV GL - Maritime

Almost all shipping related organizations are averse to
the newly suggested regulation of Monitoring-ReportingVeriﬁcation (MRV) that the European Union intends to
impose on vessels approaching European ports. On the one
hand they claim that this is an issue which belongs to the
jurisdiction of the IMO. On the other hand they object to
what in their opinion is an obvious effort by the EU to
enforce an operational categorization of vessels (indexing)
with a potential future impact such as the increased
taxation for the least “energy eﬃcient” vessels, a
mandatory reduction in consumption for all the vessels
(EEDI type), etc. Do you have a speciﬁc position on this
issue? Should the EU or the IMO (or both) conclude on such
a regulation? Do you believe that such a regulation is
needed in order to oblige shipowners to save fuel?
DNV GL holds the position that if a scheme for monitoring, reporting and verification (MRV) of greenhouse gas (GHG)
emissions from shipping is to be developed, it should be
technically credible and internationally agreed. In practical
terms this means that an IMO developed international scheme
is our preferred option.

“

We nevertheless recognize the EU policy imperatives underlying
the proposed EU MRV and also observe that ship energy
efficiency improvements are high on the political agenda at the
IMO. We foresee/expect MRV to become mandatory in some
form, possibly ﬁrst in the EU, within 2018 at the latest.

»

The EU and countries like Germany and Japan support
the view that the EEOI (Energy Eﬃciency Operational Index)
must be compulsory in order for anyone to have knowledge
of the “energy efficient” vessels; thus the least energy
eﬃcient vessels will be obliged to proceed with the necessary
improvements. On the contrary, many experts support that
the EEOI is not appropriate for correctly
calculating a vessel's energy performance (which, among
other parameters, is related to weather conditions), nor can
such an index exist, even if we use previous data for the
development of an average value. Do you think that such
indexes of energy efficiency are feasible? Should these
indexes become mandatory?
We wish to contribute with constructive input to both the EU
and IMO processes, as appropriate. We believe that any scheme

“

»

We expect MRV to become mandatory in some form, possibly
first in the EU, within 2018 at the latest.
- NΑΥΤΙΚΑ 112 ΧΡΟΝΙΚΑ -
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» Following the reactions on a similar index used by RightShip,
the IACS had announced (more than a year ago) the launch
of research aiming at verifying the existence or not as well
as the appropriateness of such indexes. What was the outcome
of this research?
One of the main criticisms of the RightShip EVDI is that it is
based on the EEDI formula, which was created to assess the
theoretical fuel efficiency and hence CO 2 emissions of a
Newbuilding design at a specific speed.

“

We hold the position that aspects of verification activities as
presently outlined in the EU MRV proposal require further
clarification. Particular points to highlight would be that:
1. verification activities should not conflict with existing class or
statutory verification activities, and
2. the regulation should seek to minimize the additional
administrative burden placed on the verifier, the same way
it should minimize the additional burden placed on the ship
and operator.
To the specific question in connection with IACS
research, the IACS outlined various options and
invited industry comments prior to proceeding with
further work. For further details on this, we believe
that the IACS Secretariat should be approached for
further comments.

“

should build on simply and accurately monitoring emissions
using indexes or parameters which are readily and commonly
available from the global fleet. In addition, the means to measure
these indexes or parameters should be goal-based in order to
improve, over time, the accuracy of reporting.

Any scheme should build on simply and accurately
monitoring emissions using indexes or parameters which are
readily and commonly available from the global fleet.
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Responding to ship owners
specific needs regarding energy
saving options

By Spyros Zolotas, Area Manager Greece and Cyprus, RINA Services

»

Almost all shipping related organizations are averse to
the newly suggested regulation of Monitoring-ReportingVeriﬁcation (MRV) that the European Union intends to
impose on vessels approaching European ports. On the one
hand they claim that this is an issue which belongs to the
jurisdiction of the IMO. On the other hand they object to
what in their opinion is an obvious effort by the EU to
enforce an operational categorization of vessels (indexing)
with a potential future impact such as the increased
taxation for the least “energy eﬃcient” vessels, a
mandatory reduction in consumption for all the vessels
(EEDI type), etc. Do you have a speciﬁc position on this
issue? Should the EU or the IMO (or both) conclude on such
a regulation? Do you believe that such a regulation is
needed in order to oblige shipowners to save fuel?
RINA firmly believes in international regulation through the IMO,
and we also believe that each ship, shipowner and route has to
be treated individually to see what the best means of saving
energy is. There is no one-size-fits-all scheme which will make

“

“

RINA firmly believes in
international regulation through
the IMO.

sense for all ships and all owners. That is why we devote our
efforts to helping owners on a one to one basis, analysing their
ships and trades helping them make a cost-benefit analysis of
all the energy saving options.

»

The EU and countries like Germany and Japan support
the view that the EEOI (Energy Eﬃciency Operational Index)
must be compulsory in order for anyone to have knowledge
of the “energy efficient” vessels; thus the least energy
eﬃcient vessels will be obliged to proceed with the necessary
improvements. On the contrary, many experts support that
the EEOI is not appropriate for correctly
calculating a vessel's energy performance (which, among
other parameters, is related to weather conditions), nor can
such an index exist, even if we use previous data for the
development of an average value. Do you think that such
indexes of energy eﬃciency are feasible? Should these indexes
become mandatory?
The EEOI is a contested concept because it attempts to make
one scheme fit all ship types. RINA has paid particular attention to
the distortions which can occur for ro-ro and passenger ships
and has worked within IMO to get a sensible outcome which
does not penalize these ship types. We recognise that charterers
and other parties want a method of comparing the energy
efficiency of ships and also that the EEDI application will drive
fuel efficiencies across the range. Our interest is to help
individual owners understand how it applies to them and how
they can benefit from the application of these new rules by
saving energy and making their vessels stand out as energy
efficient within the market.
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Flags and Class - Liberian Registry

Improvement of energy
efficiency means reduction
of fuel consumption
By Scott Bergeron, Chief Executive Oﬃcer
& Dr. Michalis Pantazopoulos, Sr. Vice President, Greece

»

Almost all shipping related organizations are averse to
the newly suggested regulation of Monitoring-ReportingVerification (MRV) that the European Union intends to
impose on vessels approaching European ports. On the one
hand they claim that this is an issue which belongs to the
jurisdiction of the IMO.
On the other hand they object to what in their opinion is an
obvious eﬀort by the EU to enforce an operational categorization
of vessels (indexing) with a potential future impact such as
the increased taxation for the least “energy efficient”
vessels, a mandatory reduction in consumption for all the
vessels (EEDI type), etc.
Do you have a speciﬁc position on this issue? Should the EU
or the IMO (or both) conclude on such a regulation? Do you
believe that such a regulation is needed in order to oblige
shipowners to save fuel?
Liberia believes that IMO is the competent international organization to consider the development of a system for the collection of data related to technical and operational measures for
enhancing the energy eﬃciency of international shipping.
Liberia is pleased to note the IMO’s recent Marine Environment
Protection Committee 66th session made progress on
consideration and future work on the development of a data
collection system.

» The EU and countries like Germany and Japan support
the view that the EEOI (Energy Eﬃciency Operational Index)
must be compulsory in order for anyone to have knowledge
of the “energy eﬃcient” vessels; thus the least energy eﬃcient
vessels will be obliged to proceed with the necessary
improvements.

“

“

On the contrary, many experts support that the EEOI is not
appropriate for correctly calculating a vessel's energy
performance (which, among other parameters, is related to
weather conditions), nor can such an index exist, even if we
use previous data for the development of an average value.
Do you think that such indexes of energy eﬃciency are feasible?
Should these indexes become mandatory?
Liberia has supported MARPOL regulations and instruments to
improve energy eﬃciency for ships. Improvement of the energy
eﬃciency means the reduction of the fuel consumption, and the
reduction of GHG emissions.
This included the support of a package of technical and operational measures for Energy Efficiency Design Index for new ships
(EEDI), and Ship Energy Eﬃciency Management Plan (SEEMP)
and voluntary use of the Energy Eﬃciency Operational Indicator
(EEOI) for new and existing ships. We have not seen evidence
that would indicate the EEOI should be made mandatory and
are concerned with the use of this data by organizations to
compare operational eﬃciency of existing ships.

We have not seen evidence that would indicate the EEOI should
be made mandatory.
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Supporting IMO’s initiatives
By Scott Bergeron, Chief Executive Oﬃcer
& Dr. Michalis Pantazopoulos, Sr. Vice President, Greece

»

Almost all shipping related organizations are averse to
the newly suggested regulation of Monitoring-ReportingVerification (MRV) that the European Union intends to
impose on vessels approaching European ports. On the one
hand they claim that this is an issue which belongs to the
jurisdiction of the IMO.
On the other hand they object to what in their opinion is an
obvious eﬀort by the EU to enforce an operational categorization
of vessels (indexing) with a potential future impact such as
the increased taxation for the least “energy efficient”
vessels, a mandatory reduction in consumption for all the
vessels (EEDI type), etc.
Do you have a speciﬁc position on this issue? Should the EU
or the IMO (or both) conclude on such a regulation? Do you
believe that such a regulation is needed in order to oblige
shipowners to save fuel?
Liberia believes that IMO is the competent international organization to consider the development of a system for the collection of data related to technical and operational measures for
enhancing the energy eﬃciency of international shipping.
Liberia is pleased to note the IMO’s recent Marine Environment
Protection Committee 66th session made progress on
consideration and future work on the development of a data
collection system.

» The EU and countries like Germany and Japan support
the view that the EEOI (Energy Eﬃciency Operational Index)
must be compulsory in order for anyone to have knowledge
of the “energy eﬃcient” vessels; thus the least energy eﬃcient
vessels will be obliged to proceed with the necessary
improvements.

“

“

On the contrary, many experts support that the EEOI is not
appropriate for correctly calculating a vessel's energy
performance (which, among other parameters, is related to
weather conditions), nor can such an index exist, even if we
use previous data for the development of an average value.
Do you think that such indexes of energy eﬃciency are feasible?
Should these indexes become mandatory?
Liberia has supported MARPOL regulations and instruments to
improve energy eﬃciency for ships. Improvement of the energy
eﬃciency means the reduction of the fuel consumption, and the
reduction of GHG emissions.
This included the support of a package of technical and operational measures for Energy Efficiency Design Index for new ships
(EEDI), and Ship Energy Eﬃciency Management Plan (SEEMP)
and voluntary use of the Energy Eﬃciency Operational Indicator
(EEOI) for new and existing ships. We have not seen evidence
that would indicate the EEOI should be made mandatory and
are concerned with the use of this data by organizations to
compare operational eﬃciency of existing ships.

We have not seen evidence that would indicate the EEOI should
be made mandatory.
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Flags and Class - Panama Registry

The EEOI can provide useful
information on a ship’s performance
with regard to fuel efficiency

By Aymard Jimenez Granda, Ambassador and Consul General of Panama in Greece

»

Almost all shipping related organizations are averse to
the newly suggested regulation of Monitoring-ReportingVerification (MRV) that the European Union intends to
impose on vessels approaching European ports. On the one
hand they claim that this is an issue which belongs to the
jurisdiction of the IMO.
On the other hand they object to what in their opinion is an
obvious eﬀort by the EU to enforce an operational categorization
of vessels (indexing) with a potential future impact such as
the increased taxation for the least “energy eﬃcient” vessels,
a mandatory reduction in consumption for all the vessels
(EEDI type), etc. Do you have a speciﬁc position on this
issue? Should the EU or the IMO (or both) conclude on such
a regulation? Do you believe that such a regulation is
needed in order to oblige shipowners to save fuel?

The International Maritime Organization is the entity in charge
of the global implementation of maritime regulations and
standards aiming to prevent Pollution and promote Safety of
Life at Sea. The Organization has already adopted and implemented
regulations and recommendations as part of the mechanism to
address the reduction of CO2 emissions from ships. It has been
recognized that despite the shipping industry’s green credentials
as a modest contributor to CO2 emissions, further measures
could be specifically introduced to address the reduction of GHG
from existing ships.

“

“

Any appropriate actions that can be demonstrated to provide
not only a more efficient shipping sector, but also take into
account the concerns of negative impacts on countries and the
industry, are supported by Panama.
Based on the above, Panama supports any further analysis to
be carried out by the IMO, as the appropriate body, in order to
demonstrate the need for further measures, to be applicable
on a global basis.
The introduction of national or regional measures creates a

Introduction of national or regional measures creates
a non-level playing field that has consequences on the shipping industry
as a whole.
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non-level playing ﬁeld that will impact the shipping industry as
a whole. As a Member State of the IMO, we are conﬁdent that
any further measures agreed and adopted by the Organization,
will have an appropriate and eﬀective progression towards the
reduction of CO2 emissions as these measures will be veriﬁed
and evaluated from a technical and operational perspective.

»

The EU and countries like Germany and Japan support
the view that the EEOI (Energy Eﬃciency Operational Index)
must be compulsory in order for anyone to have knowledge
of the “energy eﬃcient” vessels; thus the least energy eﬃcient
vessels will be obliged to proceed with the necessary
improvements. On the contrary, many experts support that
the EEOI is not appropriate for correctly calculating a vessel's
energy performance (which, among other parameters, is
related to weather conditions), nor can such an index exist,
even if we use previous data for the development of an
average value. Do you think that such indexes of energy
efficiency are feasible? Should these indexes become
mandatory?
The use of EEOI is voluntary according to IMO MEPC.1/Circ.684,

17 August 2009 - GUIDELINES FOR VOLUNTARY USE OF THE
SHIP ENERGY EFFICIENCY OPERATIONAL INDICATOR (EEOI).
These guidelines can be used to establish a consistent approach
for the voluntary use of the EEOI, which will assist the shipowners,
ship operators and parties concerned with the evaluation of
their ﬂeet’s performance with regard to CO2 emissions.
As the amount of CO2 emitted from a ship is directly related to
the consumption of bunker fuel oil, the EEOI can also provide
useful information on a ship’s performance with regard to fuel
eﬃciency.
As we already know, the voluntary use of the EEOI has been
promoted for incorporation in companies and ships’ management
plans in order to collect experiences in applying the Index.
Furthermore, it is important to mention that the guidelines
developed by the Organization for the voluntary implementation
of the EEOI will be updated periodically on the basis of
operational experiences reported to the IMO.
As information and experiences are gathered through the
implementation of the energy eﬃciency measures adopted by
IMO, in considering possible new measures in the future, it
might be appropriate to evaluate the use of existing measures,
such as the EEOI.
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Coal production in the U.S. reached

19,033 million tonnes in the
week 12 to 19 April 2014.
In 2012 the countries of the Middle

20,490,000 coast passengers in England in 2013.
1,737,000 homeport passengers in England in 2012.
611,757
cruise passengers
and 335 cruise ships
visited Malta in 2012.

$13.5

billion is the value of Australia's exports to Europe and
$30.7 the value of the country’s imports from Europe.

+

East produced a total of 19,292
billion cubic feet of natural gas.

Natural gas
represents
of global energy
consumption.

23.9%

2.3%

shrinkage of Greek GDP in the fourth quarter of
2013 which amounts to €44,827 billion at current values.
Global exports of goods in 2013 increased by 2.1 %.
The highest growth was recorded in the exports of East
Asia (6.5 %).

,,

,,

The shipping industry employed
145,500 workers in the United
Kingdom in 2011, made a £5. 6 billion
value-added contribution to the
country’s economy and paid £581
million in taxes.

U.S. conﬁrmed oil reserves estimated
at
billion barrels (end of 2012).
The reserves of Saudi Arabia are
billion barrels.

35
265.9

]

Greece’s needs in oil in 2012 amounted
to 313,000 barrels per day.
The capacity of the country's reﬁneries is
498,000 barrels per day.

$1,656,711,000,000 was the value
of world trade in agricultural products
in 2012.

"Seawise Giant" is the biggest tanker ever built: 564.650 dwt
capacity, 458.46 meters length. It was built in 1979 and sent
for scrapping in 2009.
The average price of 10 year old ships in the ﬁrst quarter of
2014, compared to the average price of the last quarter of 2013,
has risen by 15% for Capes, 20% for Panamaxes, 18% for
Supramaxes and 7 % for Handysizes.

&

25,000 miles
the network of navigable rivers in the U.S.

5.000.000 km the road network of the EU - 27
212.800 km the railway network.

and

]

Russia’s oil and gas exports represent
50 % of state revenues. In the event of an
embargo, Russia could lose up to $100
billion annually.

‘‘

50.2 % of global coal
consumption occurs in China.

]

The U.S. signed 14 free trade
agreements involving 20 countries
which absorb 46% of U.S. exports.

‘‘

SHIPPING
NUMBERS

Said company handled 454,318 passengers in 2013 making
659 calls at Greek ports, and holds 90 % of home porting in
Greece with 95,557 passengers.
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Flags and Class - St Kitts & Nevis Registry

In favor of initiatives
on an international scale

By Nigel E Smith, International Registrar of Shipping & Seamen

»

Almost all shipping related organizations are averse to
the newly suggested regulation of Monitoring-ReportingVerification (MRV) that the European Union intends to
impose on vessels approaching European ports. On the one
hand they claim that this is an issue which belongs to the
jurisdiction of the IMO. On the other hand they object to
what in their opinion is an obvious effort by the EU to
enforce an operational categorization of vessels (indexing)
with a potential future impact such as the increased taxation
for the least “energy eﬃcient” vessels, a mandatory reduction
in consumption for all the vessels (EEDI type), etc.
Do you have a speciﬁc position on this issue? Should the EU
or the IMO (or both) conclude on such a regulation? Do you
believe that such a regulation is needed in order to oblige
shipowners to save fuel?
We are of the opinion that IMO must remain as the pre-eminent
body for the international regulation of shipping. Though we
recognize the fact that individual countries and regional blocs
of countries do impose legislation diﬀerent or over and above
that of IMO, we do not think that is a positive factor, unless it
acknowledges the ongoing IMO work in that sector in its
implementation. We consider that the current work at IMO is
suﬃcient to bring about improvements in ship/engine eﬃciency
in a measured and achievable time.
The intended EU MRV is, in our opinion, laudable, but it imposes
too tight a timescale.

“

“

IMO must remain
as the pre-eminent body
for the international regulation
of shipping.

»

The EU and countries like Germany and Japan support
the view that the EEOI (Energy Eﬃciency Operational Index)
must be compulsory in order for anyone to have knowledge
of the “energy efficient” vessels; thus the least energy
eﬃcient vessels will be obliged to proceed with the necessary
improvements. On the contrary, many experts support that
the EEOI is not appropriate for correctly
calculating a vessel's energy performance (which, among
other parameters, is related to weather conditions), nor can
such an index exist, even if we use previous data for the
development of an average value. Do you think that such
indexes of energy efficiency are feasible? Should these
indexes become mandatory?
EEDIs are feasible and will in the course of time become mandatory,
but that time is many years away, in our opinion. Once EEDIs
become routinely used and applied, then the
inﬂuence of factors like variations due to weather, slow-steaming
to meet port deadlines, passages in canals and long pilotways
will become better known and the Indexes will gain more use
and understanding and by that, more credibility.
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Aviation Industry
News
Kosovo airspace reopens after 15 years
The airspace above the Kosovo region has reopened for civilian overﬂights aﬅer 15 years.
Commercial aircraﬅ had been barred from the region’s airspace above 8,700 meters since 1999,
because of the NATO intervention in Serbia. The re-opening of Kosovo’s airspace was coordinated
by NATO, Eurocontrol and the regional civil aviation authorities of Hungary, Albania, Serbia,
Montenegro, FYROM, Greece, Bulgaria, Slovenia and Austria. The Director General of Eurocontrol
Frank Brenner said that opening the airspace over Kosovo will contribute to reducing fuel
consumption by 24,000 tons and prevent the release of 75,000 tons of CO2. The authorities
estimate that for FYROM, liﬅing the ban will attract new airlines and routes to the country and
increase competition by 50%, leading to lower prices. FYROM will see the greatest increase in
air traﬃc, followed by Bosnia and Slovenia. On the other hand, countries such as Albania, Bulgaria and Romania will see a decline in
traﬃc in their airspace. The airspace over Kosovo has been controlled since 2011 (aﬅer the unilateral declaration of independence
by Kosovo) by the Hungarian private company Hungarocontrol.

The EU air safety list
The European Commission has updated for the 23rd time the European list of companies banned from the
European Union airspace, known as the "EU air safety list". Based on security information from various
sources and EU Air Safety Committee recommendations, the European Commission decided to remove
from the list all the airlines of Swaziland. There was also positive news for the Philippines as the green
light was given to Cebu Pacific Air to operate in the EU. In addition, the national carrier of Kazakhstan, Air
Astana, has received permission to increase its flights to the EU. In the new list, a total of 294 airlines have been banned from EU
airspace. To make it easier to find airlines included in the list, the EU has created a new search engine which is located at:
http://air-ban.europa.eu.

Out with the
Spatosimo?

Increased competition favors
smaller players

The government is considering repealing the ‘Spatosimo’ (Airport Modernization
and Development Tax) and establishing
a new, lower airport charge. The
‘Spatosimo’ is a fee of 12 euro for EU
passengers ﬂying to airports within
Greece and 24 euro for non-EU passengers. ‘Spatosimo’ revenues from
Eleftherios Venizelos airport alone
amount to €130,000,000 annually.
Overall revenues from this tax are used
to fund projects for the upgrading of
airports throughout the country. This
decision may be linked to the pressures
that have been occasionally brought to
bear on Greek airports from airlines
(e.g. Ryanair) to reduce the cost of
airport use.

Boeing has clinched an important order recently, providing important work for the company. Shandong Airlines, a Chinese airline, has agreed to buy 50 passenger aircraﬅ from
the American company for $4.6 billion. The order covers 16 Boeing 737-800s and 34
Boeing 737 MAX planes and is part of the company's strategy to expand its activities.
The Chinese market is dominated by three companies, Air China, China Eastern Airlines
and China Southern Airlines, but increasing competition has contributed to the
emergence of smaller players in the market. The order represents a success for Boeing,
particularly in the huge Chinese market and, in addition, it is a vote of conﬁdence in the
new 737 MAX aircraﬅ which promises lower fuel consumption. Boeing will begin delivery
of the 737 MAX to its customers in 2017. The goal of Shandong Airlines is to increase
its ﬂeet to 140 aircraﬅ, from the 67 it currently operates, by the end of 2020.
The Asia- Pacific region will require approximately 13,000 new aircraft worth $ 1.9
trillion in the next twenty years, according to Boeing’s estimates.

Dispersion of shares by Aegean Airlines
Aegean Airlines completed the sale of 6,000,000 shares (8.4% of the company’s share capital)
for the sum of €44.16 million through an accelerated book building process. Sellers of the
shares were the interest companies controlled by Mr. Theodoros Vassilakis, Panagiotis
Laskaridis and Athanasios Laskaridis. As a result of the transaction, Mr. Theodoros Vassilakis’
participation in the share capital of the company is reduced from 39.80% to 34.17%. This sale
enhances the free float by 8.4% contributing to the improved marketability of the shares.
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Liberia strengthens market position
as private equity gets into shipping

Enhance your Career
in Shipping with
The City Law School
If you want to further your knowledge about
shipping law and gain a recognised Master’s
degree, then our LLM in Maritime Law is for you.
Delivered in the exceptional Laskaridou Library of
Piraeus, Athens, in the heart of the Greek shipping
community, the course is taught in English, in weekend
blocks by British academics, legal practitioners and
specialist lecturers from around the world. You may also
be invited to attend London classes, access The City Law
School's facilities and take part in UK-based activities, as
well as graduate alongside UK-based LLM students.
When studying for the LLM you will have the opportunity
to attend our annual symposium in law and practice; an
event delivered by world-renowned academics and leading
legal experts from within the shipping industry.
The course can be completed on a full-time basis over
one year or part-time over two years.

“

The LLM in Maritime Law
gives you a detailed understanding of
maritime law allowing you to build on
your existing knowledge and enhance
your career prospects.

“

About The City Law School
The City Law School is one of London's major law schools
oﬀering an impressive range of academic and professional courses.
As the ﬁrst law school in London to educate students and
practitioners at all stages of legal education, we oﬀer
three levels of study - undergraduate, postgraduate and
professional - suitable for anyone interested in following
a career in law no matter what stage they are or where
they are from.
The LLM in Maritime Law starts September 2014.
For more information about the course and how you can
apply, please contact Anna Katsoulaki, Lecturer in Law
and LLM Co-ordinator in Athens:
E: anna.katsoulaki.1@city.ac.uk
T: +30 210 4297103
www.city.ac.uk/law

The Liberian Registry says the entry of private equity
funding into the ship finance market is helping to sustain
its continued growth.
Scott Bergeron, CEO of the Liberian International Ship &
Corporate Registry (LISCR), the US-based manager of the
Liberian registry, says, “Owners are ordering ships again,
and there is a great deal of private equity funding entering
the market, in the US and elsewhere, which is ﬁlling the
shortfall created by a reduction in traditional bank ﬁnance
for shipping.
Liberia has the second-highest share based on market
capitalisation of shipping companies listed on the US stock
exchange, behind only the US. Well-informed private equity
investors recognise Liberia’s pedigree in shipping, and
understand that it is a key player in the market.
The Liberian Registry continues to grow with the addition of
ships from both existing and new owners. The ﬂeet now
stands at approximately 4,000 ships, aggregating 136m gt
and over 207m dwt, which is nearly 40% larger than its
closest rival, Marshall Islands.
Bergeron continues, “We have stood by our owners during
what has been a diﬃcult ﬁve-year period, and now we are
starting to see a recovery in the market.”
Greek interests are playing a major role in publicly traded
US companies, and ﬁgures released by the Greek Shipping
Co-operation Committee (GSCC) show that, in deadweight
terms, 17 per cent of Greek-controlled ships were
registered under the Liberian ﬂag at end-March, 2014 second only to the Greek national ﬂag itself.
This is an increase of 3.5m dwt on last year. A total of 678
Greek-controlled ships, aggregating 49.05m dwt, are
currently registered with Liberia, compared to 819 vessels
aggregating 76.11m dwt ﬂying the Greek ﬂag.
Scott Bergeron says, “Liberia and Greece share a strong
maritime tradition of successful co-operation dating back
65 years to the birth of the Liberian Registry. It is a source
of great satisfaction to know that Greek owners still value
the eﬃciency, safety and responsiveness of the Liberian ﬂag
administration.”
The Liberian Registry is one of the world’s largest and most
active shipping registers, and has long been considered the
world’s most technologically advanced maritime administration.
It has a long-established track record of combining the highest standards of safety for vessels and crews with the highest levels of responsive service to owners. www.liscr.com
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Professional Training in the shipping Industry - ICS Qualification

provider of education
As I always declare
and training in commerprofessionally
qualified
cial shipping.
individuals
are
betters
The professional qualification of the Institute of placed to make better
Chartered Shipbrokers decisions on behalf
is a mark of compe- of themselves, their
tence with international companies and their
recognition for shipping customers.
professionals worldwide.
The knowledge gained
through it provides the professionals with an excellent basis
for improved career development and it gives them the opportunity for immediate implementation to the working
environment. The ICS qualification is acquired through the
attendance of an Annual Course which prepares the candidates
to sit for the ICS Professional Examinations. The successful
completion of the examination leads to the ICS membership
- sign of professionalism and recognition in the international maritime community. At the same time, the ICS
Membership Qualification enables the participant to belong at
an internationally recognized network of established
professionals, through which the member can start or develop
his career and improve his professionalism.

Visit us at Hall 3
Booth No 3319

“

The shipping industry, as a key element
in the global supply chain, must ensure
access to a well-qualified, trained
and adequate manpower base, to
perform its important mission for
world trade and globalization.
I believe that people represent the
most valuable asset in any company.
So investing in people through education
and training is a critical element in
the search for excellence and higher
professional standards in shipping. Training is a lifelong
process. Apart from the academic background it is essential for
professionals to upgrade their theoretical and practical
grounding and certify their expertise through professional
qualifications. In 2005, as Managing Director of the Hellenic
Management Centre I realized the need of continuous
professional development in shipping and the possibility
of lifelong learning and practice in all maritime issues.
Since then, we represent in Greece the Institute of Chartered
Shipbrokers, which is an internationally recognized
professional body, founded in 1911 and based in London.
Today, with 26 branches all over the world, representing
shipbrokers, shipmanagers and agents, ICS is a major
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Photos oh the month

Informal Maritime Ministerial Meeting
of EU Member States and EEA countries
The “Mid-term Review of the EU’s Maritime
Transport Policy until 2018 and Outlook to 2020”
and the adoption of the "Athens Declaration" was
the main theme of the Informal Ministerial Meeting of EU Member States and EEA countries, held
at Zappeion under the Greek Presidency of the
EU Council.

The South Korean Sea Disaster
Over 300 passengers, most of them students and teachers from the same school,
were reported dead or missing aﬅer the
ship on which they were travelling sank on
16 April. The Sewol ferry sank during a
routine trip from the port of Incheon near
Seoul to the island of Tzezou.
Authorities believe the vessel was overloaded and that the excess load was not
stored according to speciﬁcations. This
condition is considered to have played a
key role in the sinking of the ferry.

A striped dolphin, about 1.5 years old, such as those encountered on
Minoan frescoes, was discovered stranded near the beach in Rethymno.
The dolphin was facing a serious problem, so a rescue operation was
immediately set into motion. On the beach of Damnoni, dozens of people created a rescue shield
around the dolphin. Greeks and foreigners took it in turns to hold the dolphin submerged in the
water as it was so weak, it risked rolling over and drowning.
At dawn, Anastasis had fully recovered and the rescuers carried him out to sea.

Saving Anastasis

Ghost boat travels 4,000 miles
A small boat full of barnacles that looks like a sea monster washed up recently on the coast of Washington,
coming from Japan, where it was swept away by the tsunami in March 2011!
As it was later determined, the boat came from a Japanese city that was deserted and had travelled a
4,000 mile distance through the Paciﬁc Ocean.
It belonged to a school in Rikouzentakata city, which was destroyed by the 9 Richter scale earthquake and
the tsunami that followed.
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Whispers
shadows and reefs in Akti Miaouli
IMO, One Big Family
Finally, America and Russia
managed to reach an
agreement, at least at the
IMO.
At the previous MEPC session,
with a sudden move Russia
had managed to convince the
majority to agree to a drastic
extension of the implementation
date of Stage 3 of the
Regulation on the reduction
of nitrogen oxides from ships
(Tier III) in Emission Control
Areas (ECAs). From the
original 2016 date, Russia
proposed that implementation
be delayed to 2021, which
was accepted by the majority.
America and Europe threatened
to unilaterally implement the

Vast interest
or Russia's
Yamal LNG project

2016 date in their own ECAs.
In the April meeting through
a consensus proposal with
other members, they ﬁnally
all agreed that the already
designated ECAs will apply
the Tier III Regulation from
2016, whilst future ECAs
from the date of their
designation. There were

smiles and back patting all
around (We are a family here
at the IMO, we always ﬁnd a
solution to agree upon, etc.)
In practice this means that
ships built from 2016 and
b e yond intending to
a p proach America must
comply with the Tier III NOx
Regulation.

Conflicted interests in London
The big shipping policy game at the international fora is limited to issues of navigation
safety and environmental protection - issues that require more in-depth expertise, as IMO
interests are vast and conﬂicting. On one side are the diplomatic representatives of countries
with heavy shipbuilding infrastructures such as the shipyards of China and Korea, on the
other the insurance markets in Britain and the U.S. and somewhere in the middle are the
IACS and ship-owners' associations.

Hydra on the cruise map?
The country as a whole might be suﬀering from
a lack of port infrastructures, but cruise ships
will be berthing in Hydra! Indeed, we read this
too; the news item speciﬁcally said:
Upon signing with the contractor of the project,
the technical department of the Regional Island
Authority commences the immediate construction
of a mooring buoy system at Agios Nikolaos, an
islet near Hydra, with a budget of 350,000 euro, funded entirely by the Attica Regional
Administration. The project involves the construction of an oﬀshore ﬂoating mooring system
near the island of Agios Nikolaos, of 430m diameter and 2.20m height, on which passenger/
cruise ships will tie up, which today cannot reach the island of Hydra due to the inability of the
port to accommodate them. The metal mooring buoy will be anchored to the sea bottom with
3 lines per 120o. Each line will consist of a 10,000 lb anchor and a chain of appropriate length
and dimensions. It will be appropriately equipped for fast mooring and especially fast unmooring
in case of emergency.
Let’s see the project completed ﬁrst, although nobody has mentioned whether provisions have
been made for the absorption of the number of tourists who will be visiting the island.
- N ΑΥΤ Ι ΚΑ 14 Χ ΡΟΝ ΙΚΑ -

Russia is preparing to “enter the game" of
the transportation of natural gas from Russia
to all interested parties around the world
using primarily the big Yamal LNG project
in the Yamal peninsula.
International news agencies report that a
number of Greek shipowners are ready to
enter this "game", but to win they must
prove more competitive than many other
equally large players in international shipping.
The Yamal LNG project is a deposit which
is 60% operated by the Russian giant, Novatek.
French Total and the State Oil Company of
China are also participating with a 20%
stake each. This project includes the
production and marketing of natural gas
reserves "hidden" beneath the ice of the
Arctic in the economic zone controlled by
the Russians and “foresees" the creation of
a new sea route for transporting LNG from
Europe to Asia. The consortium operating
the project has announced that it will need
to charter at least 16 specialized gas carrier
ships of 173,000 cbm capacity. These ships
will transport LNG cargoes either east via
the North Passage (Northern Sea Route),
when the ice melts, or west through a
European route the rest of the time.
Among the strong players talking with
Novatek and Total representatives is Mr.
George Prokopiou whose company is a
new entrant in the American financial
market. His opponents are the biggest
European ship-owner, John Fredriksen,
the Japanese Mitsui OSK Lines and NYK
Line, Teekay LNG, which is listed on the
U.S. stock market, and Swedish Stena LNG.
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Whispers shadows and reefs in Akti Miaouli

Organizational Chart, all talk but no action
The completion of the organizational chart of the
Ministry of Mercantile Marine has been delayed
for 2.5 years, despite the publication about a year
ago of Law 4150/2013 for the reconstruction of
the Ministry of Mercantile Marine.
The result is the fragmentation of the ministry’s
administrative departments, while a serious
maldistribution of staﬀ and underperformance
are also observed.
The dysfunction of the administrative departments was commented upon by the
French representative of the troika who during a recent visit to the Ministry of Mercantile
Marine wondered how it was possible to have departments with 4 people, when in
France, famous for its administrative structure, it is inconceivable to have departments
comprised by less than 40 people.

An Archive in the Unclaimed Department
We hear that the historical records of the Ministry of Mercantile
Marine rot in various oﬃces and places not strictly controlled.
The ultimate in irresponsibility was the response we
received to the question of whether the archive is at least
codiﬁed. Of course it isn’t.
One can therefore imagine that parts of it may have
already been lost or damaged because of poor maintenance, relocations, etc.
One can also easily imagine that under these circumstances the records of historical events
could easily be altered for future researchers.

Lack of money, stoppage of information
One of the consequences of the ﬁnancial collapse
of the Ministry of Mercantile Marine is the dwindling
of subscriptions to Greek and international
shipping magazines, resulting in the complete
lack of information for the ministry’s civilian and
military personnel. If one adds to this the absence
of a maritime library in the entire ministry, then
one can understand the magnitude of the problem!

The Web Controversy
Indecisiveness and ambiguity are observed in the design of the Ministry
of Mercantile Marine of Greece website.
At present, instead of the site being a modern platform for informing
the public about the strength of Greek shipping, but mainly a platform
for timely updates on everyday life and the sailing conditions in the Greek seas,
absolute confusion prevails. Wouldn’t it perhaps be better for the Coast Guard to have a
separate site, as is the case with the General Headquarters of National Defense?
- N ΑΥΤ Ι ΚΑ 16 Χ ΡΟΝ ΙΚΑ -

Safeguarding
national interest

Despite general murmurs, the Ministry of Mercantile
Marine of Greece has not been convicted by the
European Court in Luxembourg of any violation
of Greek legislation or non timely transposition of
European Directives into national law - in contrast
to the Ministry of Agriculture which keeps the
lead in this.
The reason is that there are permanent missions
in Brussels following the various issues and not
minister advisors who just commute to Brussels
just for the fun of it....

Approximate
Answers
The absence of an electronic Shipping Register
not only creates bureaucracy, it also makes it
diﬃcult for the relevant departments to list the
exact number of ships on the Greek register.
In other words, if the minister asked today for
the number of vessels, the oﬃcial responsible
would give him a rough answer, an estimate!
The reason is simple; the bureaucratic system’s procedure
for both recording and
registering a ship
is so complex
and time
consuming
that it delays
the whole
process.
So,
rough
numbers!
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Μην κοιτάς
το μέλλον σου

Ταξίδεψε και κατάκτησέ το!

Σταδιοδρόμησε ταξιδεύοντας με τους
πρωτοπόρους της Ελληνικής Ναυτιλίας
ως Αξιωματικός του Εμπορικού Ναυτικού

48 σύγχρονα φορτηγά πλοία Capes
ταξιδεύουν την Ελληνική Σημαία στις θάλασσες του κόσμου
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MARITIME SERVICES INC.
Λεωφ. Συγγρού 354,
Καλλιθέα, Αθήνα 176 74
τηλ. 210 94.67.200
E-mail mail@anangelmar.com
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Whispers shadows and reefs in Akti Miaouli

European Ports Regulation the focal point
of the ESPO

The issue of European Ports
Regulation (new ports package)
will be the main topic of

discussion at the conference
of the ESPO (European Sea
Ports Organization) to be held
in Gothenburg, Sweden, from
15 to 16 May. On 23 May 2013,
the European Commission had
adopted the proposal for a
ports regulation. A year later
the European Parliament
decided not to vote on the
regulation until after the
European Parliament elections.
All the latest developments
will be discussed at the conference by three key persons, Mr.

Siim Kallas, Commissioner for
Transport, Mr. Miltiadis Varvitsiotis, President of the Transport
Council of the EU and Mr. Knut
Fleckenstein, rapporteur of the
European Parliament on the
proposal for a ports regulation.
Please note that Naﬅika
Chronika will be present at the
ESPO conference and will provide
updates through the Naﬅika
Chronika website on Facebook,
while an extensive article on
the conference will be
published in the June issue.

ECSA & CLIA welcomes revision of EU
Visa Code
The European Community Shipowners Association and Cruise
Lines Association Europe welcomed the proposal for the revision
of the EU Visa Code as a ﬁrst step in facilitating the issue of visas
to seafarers. Some of the new measures proposed by the European
Commission are aimed at reducing entry barriers to Schengen for
seafarers. Indicatively, the new provisions extend the validity
period of multiple entry visas and reduce the time for processing a visa application.
Both associations said in a statement that they support the European Commission on this revision.

PCT
throughput
increased
Container throughput from
the piers managed by Container Terminal SA, a COSCO
subsidiary, has increased by
28 % during the ﬁrst quarter
of 2014. Throughput reached
685,100 containers, while it
is expected that 2014 will be
another year of remarkable
growth for the company.

What is Branson up to?
Virgin Group, the group of
companies owned by
British billionaire Richard
Branson, is holding talks
with shipyards in Germany
and Italy for the construction
of two cruise ships. Mr.
Branson said he is
talking with investors from the Gulf region to raise some of
the funds needed to create a new subsidiary company, Virgin Cruises. The initial investment is estimated at $ 1.7
billion, while delivery of two cruise ships will take about
three years once the shipyard has been selected. Virgin
Cruises will focus on traditional cruise industry markets
such as the Caribbean and the Mediterranean; the new
company will be based in Miami and is expected to start
operations in 2019. More details will be announced in the
next four months.
- N ΑΥΤ Ι ΚΑ 18 Χ ΡΟΝ ΙΚΑ -

Tugboat crews status
at Corinth Canal has
changed
The Panhellenic Union of Tugboat and
Lifeboat Crews has denounced the conversion of professional Greek seafarers manning the tugboats of Corinth Canal SA into
civil servants. According to the union, these
workers were placed under the unified
wage scale of Law 4024/2011 rather than the
current tugboat and lifeboat workers’ Collective Labor Agreement.

Port employees
against Piraeus port
privatization
The Port Employees Federation of Greece
has appealed to the Council of State seeking
the annulment of the of HRADF notice for the
sale of Piraeus Port Authority (PPA). In its
communication, the Federation emphasizes
that it will take legal action against the sale
of PPA.
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Private capitals for China’s state-owned
enterprises
China will allow private capital to finance
certain infrastructures and projects in the
energy sector which, until recently, was
dominated by state-owned enterprises.
The move aims at accelerating the
re structuring of the country’s investment
and financing mechanisms, as well as promoting
the diversification of investment tools.
In the first phase, the government will
promote 80 pilot projects, including railways,
ports, renewable energy projects, oil
pipelines and natural gas, as well as projects in the coal industry and the chemical and
petrochemical industries.
The projects will be open to public tenders. China will encourage participation in the
construction of these projects through joint ventures, sole proprietorship and franchise.
The government will consider, at a later stage, private participation in oil and gas extraction
projects and airport construction.

Works for Eurasia
tunnel have started
SK Engineering & Construction Ltd has
started work on an underwater tunnel in the
Bosporus Strait in Turkey. The Eurasia Tunnel
will cost approximately $ 1.24 billion and will
connect Europe with Asia via a 5.4 kilometer
tunnel. The project is expected to be delivered
in April 2017.
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News from the EU
EU gives an extension to existing ship antifouling paints use
The European Union is concerned about the paints used on ship hulls, particularly about issues related to the protection of the
marine environment from their adverse effects. It is known that marine organisms attach themselves to ship hulls creating problems
for ships, which are associated with reduced speeds, increased fuel consumption, etc. To prevent the growth of such microorganisms, antifouling paints containing special chemicals (organotin compounds) are used, which are hazardous to the marine environment. The EU currently appears unable to take steps to address this pollution as there are no alternatives. Therefore the EU
has extended the use of these chemicals in ship antifouling paints until 12/31/2024 in order to complete the inspection of products
available on the market.

EU Transport Scoreboard
The European Commission has published for the first
time comparative data related to transport in the EU.
The report compares the performance of Member
States in 22 categories related to transport.
The Netherlands and Germany achieve the best
performance, followed by Sweden, the United Kingdom
and Denmark. The objective of this first EU Transport
Scoreboard is to give a picture of the diversity between
Member States in terms of efficiency in transport
issues, and to assist Member States to recognize
problems and prioritize investments and policies. The
EU Transport Scoreboard uses data from several
sources (eg Eurostat, the European Environmental
Agency, the World Bank and the OECD).
The aim of the European Commission is to improve
the indicators in the near future, in cooperation with
Member States, the industry and other stakeholders,
and to record the progress of Member States. The EU
Transport Scoreboard can be interpreted either by
mode of transport (road, rail, maritime and air transport),
or under the following categories:
• Single market (access to market, regulation)
• Infrastructure
• Environmental impact
• Safety
• Transposition of EU law
• Infringements of EU law
• Innovation and research, and
• Logistics
As regards to Greece, the report states that it is
necessary to improve efficiency in some categories.
Particular reference is made to the overregulation of
the passenger air transport market and the lack of
competition in rail transport.
On the other hand, Greece achieves high ratings in
terms of the environmental impact of road transport.

Approval of funds from the EU
to tackle marine pollution
The European Parliament has approved a financial package of
€160.5 million over a seven year period (2014-2020) for the European
Maritime Safety Agency (EMSA) to continue its efforts in combating
marine pollution. The Commissioner for Transport Mr Siim Kallas
said: “The European system for addressing marine pollution has
demonstrated its added value and economic efficiency.
I welcome the continued support of the European Parliament to the
effective job of the EMSA”. The funds from the European Union Transport budget will allow the EMSA to continue oil spill detection, monitoring and cleanup activities; it will also cover the maintenance cost
of the European clean-up ship network operated by the Member
States and the cost of maintaining the satellite imaging system
which has been developed to detect pollution emanating from
ships, in almost real time (CleanSeaNet).

Optimistic forecast for economic
growth in the EU
The European Commission published its forecast for the EU economy, which
predicts that GDP growth will reach 1.6% in the EU and 1.2% in the euro area
in 2014. A necessary condition for this is the implementation of the agreed
policy measures relating to economic adjustment by Member States. Growth
will apparently be heavily driven by domestic demand as consumption will
benefit from the lower inflation (1% in the EU and 0.8% in the euro area in
2014), and the stabilization of the labour market where conditions began to
improve in 2013, while a further reduction in unemployment rates is forecast
for 2015. The debt to GDP ratio is expected to peak at around 90 % in the EU
(and 96 % in the eurozone), while there will be a decrease from 2015. The
greatest risk to the growth outlook will be once again a loss of confidence
due to the stagnation of reforms.
The Vice President of the European Commission, Mr Siim Kallas noted that
the recovery has taken hold, deficits are declining and investments are
recovering, while employment has begun to show signs of improvement.
He attributed the positive news to the continuous reform efforts both by the
EU and by the Member States which, as he stressed, must continue.
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A century of tradition in shipping
is a safe starting point for our distinction

2, Iassonos Street, Piraeus 185 37 Greece, Phone: +(30) 210 4284107-112
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Memories

Posidonia 1969-2014:
45 years of promoting our shipping
Zappeion, June 3, 1969. This was the inauguration day of the
first Posidonia exhibition, which was to establish itself as the
largest celebration of the global shipping industry to date.

reek and Greek owned shipping was going through
a good period characterized by a ﬂourish in charters
and substantial optimism among the business
community of Athens.
Greek shipowners had
invested
significant
funds in new ships (in
1968 alone the value of
orders was more than $
1,000,000,000)
and
was a major shipbuilding
and ship repair force in
the western and eastern
European and Japanese
markets. The Greek-owned
fleet, but also the fleet
under the Greek flag
experiences days of
glory, with the register
continuously growing,
while Greek shipowners take advantage of the favorable
legislative framework regarding managing companies implemented by the dictatorial government, although this
had its roots in George Papandreou’s initiatives in the 60s,
who had shown great respect and appreciation towards
Greek shipping and its potential.
Many Greek shipowners based abroad start relocating
their shipping companies to Greece, as the attractive
framework established by Law 89/67 provides the necessary
incentives for such moves and especially relocations.
The return of the shipping companies was the beginning
of the rise of Piraeus as a shipping hub. The economic center
of Greece remained, however, in Athens (which is why the
first Posidonia was organized in Zappeion), where the
Union of Greek Shipowners semiologically had its headquarters,
while only the companies’ crew oﬃces were located in Piraeus.

G

Within this climate the organization of Posidonia gave, for
the first time, an international scope to the promotion of
Greek shipping and contributed to what it was lacking,
extroversion. In a society that was unaware of the power
of shipping, in an industry introverted from its very beginnings,
the Posidonia exhibition was the beginning of the
improvement of shipping’s public image and of the
promotion of all technological specialization ﬁelds aﬃliated to
the shipping and shipbuilding of that period. A the helm
of the Union of Greek Shipowners during that period
'shone' a fabulous personality of the times, Professor
Stratis Andreadis, a powerful entrepreneurial personality
and key economic player in the country. The relations of
the President of the UGS, who was a banker and multifarious
businessman, with all production and business sectors of
the country, combined with the initiative of the Vokos family,
decisively contributed to bringing shipping out of the
shadows and to its opening up towards the wider society
of that era.
Naﬅika Chronika views the organization of the ﬁrst "Posidonia"
International Exhibition in 1969 as a very significant public
event or rather a celebration of the history of Greek shipping
of that era, second only to the historic event and ensuing
multi day celebration of the raising of the Greek flag on
the thousandth ship of the Greek commercial fleet on 22
October 1960.
Only once before, in 1963, had Greek shipping thrown oﬀ its
“living on the margins” and the secretiveness of that era, and
that was on the occasion of a significant conference in
the city of Athens, with the participation of Prime Minister
George Papandreou.
At this event, the ‘old man of democracy’ had wondered
how such a large shipping industry could fit in such a
small country. And to think that our shipping was still in
its adolescent stage, compared to its subsequent gigantic
proportions...
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Memories
A translation of the original text hosted by NAFTIKA CHRONIKA in 1969.

Greece promoted internationally
THE SUCCESS OF “POSIDONIA 1969”
Τhe advance praise received by the "Posidonia 1969"
international maritime exhibition did not exaggerate reality.
During the inauguration of the exhibition visitors had the
opportunity to view not only the perfect organization, but
also a wealth of exhibits. And if the wish of the Minister of
Mercantile Marine Mr John Cholevas that it becomes an
annual tradition held in Greece comes true, it is certain
that our country will become the center of international
maritime interest, with growing foreign participation, but
at the same time a meeting place for all those engaged
in shipping in any way.
The opening of the exhibition was inaugurated on the
evening of June 3, 1969 at Zappeion Hall by the Minister
of Merchant Marine, Mr John Cholevas. It was attended by
the Archbishop of Athens and All Greece Hieronymos,
officials of the Ministry, Ambassadors or diplomatic
representatives of the countries participating in the exhibition
and many shipowners who reside in Greece or had specially
arrived from London.
Mr. Cholevas’s Speech
Speaking before the opening the Minister of Merchant
Marine, Mr John Cholevas, said the following:
reece, the country in which Zeus Xenios was born
and which has made hospitality a rule of faith,
Greece, which is washed by the blue sea and which
uses white and blue as its national colors, which invented
fairplay between cities (states) and was the birthplace of
the Olympic Spirit and the Amphictyonies, feels sincere
joy because in this place today the International Maritime
Exhibition "Posidonia 1969" is inaugurated. The minister
continued:
The contribution of the Merchant Marine to the global
economy is significant. International trade is based largely
on this. International traffic is carried out mainly through
this. And in serving international trade, the Merchant
Marine brings together people from different countries
and of diﬀerent attitudes, facilitating mutual understanding
and closer connection between them. If the contribution
of the so-called "fourth weapon," the Merchant Marine", is
important in case of an undesirable war, it is infinitely
more important and more valuable in times of peace during
which trade and transport between countries expands.

G

So the Merchant Marine becomes a factor of extreme
importance for developing the global economy and raising
the cultural level of humanity. Its key feature is that even
in countries which have a large volume of internal transport,
shipping is not limited to national territory. It is eminently
the activity sector which develops at an international level
and much more so for shipping countries which have limited
national transportation, like our country, Greece".
“At the same time, shipping is the most important element of
progress and development for the peoples who are
characterized as maritime. The Greek people have always
loved the sea and for the most part have based their survival
and progress on it. Our race is distinguished by its
"seafaring genius", which drives it to sea. Our history and
our traditions are intertwined with the sea. The sky and
the sea are the key elements of our natural beauties.
This close connection with the sea explains the surprising
phenomenon of the creation the Great Greek Navy, of
which we are proud.”
Further, the Minister said: "We feel true joy and honor noting
the achievements of Greek shipowners in the arena of
hard international shipping competition, as well as the
achievements of our incomparable seamen. This allows us
to fully grasp the importance and extent of the activity of
seafarers throughout the world, namely of the global maritime
family. One such opportunity oﬀered to us is today’s inauguration
of the "Posidonia" International Maritime Exhibition, which

- N ΑΥΤ Ι ΚΑ 26 Χ ΡΟΝ ΙΚΑ -
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of the sea waves as a background; the ports’ activity was
accompanied by explanatory narratives. Within a few minutes,
over 800 transparencies were projected on five screens.
The International Maritime Exhibition "Posidonia 1969"
was held under the auspices of the Ministry of Mercantile
Marine, the Union of Greek Shipowners, the Hellenic
Chamber of Shipping, the Panhellenic Coastal Navigators
Union and the Greek Shipping Cooperation Committee of London.
EVENTS
On the occasion of “Posidonia 1969” several events
took place, in this specific order:

successfully takes the name of the ancient Greek God of
the sea. We embrace with warm interest this event in
whose framework the Greek maritime activity is exhibited,
and with genuine interest we will seek to acquaint ourselves
with everything that is displayed by the organizers and
participants of the exhibition.

“

Today I also wish to thank the foreign countries
and foreign firms participating in this International
Maritime Exhibition.
And on behalf of the National Government of Greece,
I extend a wholehearted welcome and wish a pleasant
stay to all the foreigners who came to our country on
the occasion of this exhibition.

“

Then the Archbishop of Athens Mr. Hieronymos and Minister
Cholevas, accompanied by the exhibition’s organizers and
the shipowners, toured the two wings of Zappeion and
viewed the quite interesting exhibits. "Posidonia 1969",
which is organized by «Maritime Presentations», a company
headquartered in London, is the new international maritime
exhibition forum, which specifically caters to the large and
growing market of Greek shipping. More than 100 exhibitors
participate in the exhibition, from 15 major shipping countries,
namely Belgium, Britain, France, Denmark, West Germany,
Greece, Switzerland, Italy, Japan, Norway, the Netherlands, the
United States, Poland, Sweden and Hong Kong.
The highlight of the exhibition - " Naftilorama " - was an
impressive display of modern technology. Throughout the
exhibition which lasted six days, in the Zappeion Peristyle
an electronic mechanism screened the history of the
Greek Seafaring from the days of Jason and Odysseus to
the modern giant oil tankers, luxury ocean liners and the
super - giant oil tankers of tomorrow.
"Naﬅilorama" presented these historic achievements in
beautiful color images, with stereo music and the sound

• The Insurance Company of London “Samuel Hill and
Lambert Brothers” organized a reception on June 1 at
the Piraeus Marine Club.
• “Maritime Presentation” held a reception in ZAPPEION
for those present at the inauguration of the exhibition.
• “Skaramanga Greek Shipyards” and SD-14 manufacturers
“Austin & Pickersgill & Bartram” held a reception
staged at the Hilton Hotel.
• The Minister of Mercantile Marine, Mr. I. Cholevas, received
exhibitors and the shipowning society at the Piraeus Marine
Club on the3rd of June.
• On the same day the Vice President of the Greek Shipowners
Union, Mr PS Fafalios, organized a reception at his home.
• The Union of Japanese Shipbuilders organized on 4
June a press conference at the hotel Grande Bretagne.
• On the same day the British Ambassador Sir Michael
Stewart organized a reception at the British Embassy.
• A luncheon was also given on the same day by the
American Class Society at the Hilton Hotel.
• A reception was also organized on the same day at the
"King George" hotel by the Dutch shipbuilding group
Rhine Schelde, while at the same time a reception was
given at hotel Grande Bretagne by the President of the
Hong Kong shipyards.
• On the same day the Japanese Shipbuilders Association
held a formal banquet at the Hilton Hotel.
• On the 4th of June the President of the Greek Shipowners
Union Professor Str. Andreadis organized a reception at
the Hilton Hotel.
• Receptions or dinners were also organized by: The President
of the Industrial Supplies & Marine Equipment Union of
Britain, Mr Beveridge, British firm Clarkson & Co, Danish
manufacturers and shipbuilders Burmeister and Wain",
INTERNATIONAL Chevron Oil" together with the Mr John
Latsis, the French Ambassador Mr. Bayance at the
French Embassy, London management agents 'Richard
Hogg INTERNATIONAL", Mr Kavounidis in his capacity as
President of the Coastal Navigators Union and the New
York Company of "John J. McMullen Associates, Inc."
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Interview

Investing in fleet diversification
and environmental protection
Allseas Marine SA is a ship-management company and currently operates a fleet of 27 vessels (18
bulk carriers and 9 containerships).The company is investing in newbuildings and in the next two years
(2014-2015) 8 newbuildings will bedelivered (7 bulk carriers and 1 containership).
Allseas Marine SA focuses on the quality of the services it provides as well as on continuously enhancing
the company's environmental standards. The company aims at maintaining trustworthy relationships with
its customers, employees and partners.

The Chairman Allseas, Chairman and CEO
Paragon, Box Ships Inc

Michael
Bodouroglou
answers questions submitted
by «NAFTIKA CHRONIKA»

» On the home page of the Allseas Marine S.A. website the
visitor can see the company’s major initiatives towards the
establishment of greener shipping. Is this a strategic goal
of your company or is it just an action imposed by the
contemporary trends in environmental protection? Apart
from the protection of the environment, what are the
benefits for your company?

In Allseas Marine the protection of the environment is considered
a responsibility rather than a contemporary trend. I wish to
emphasize that the concept of environmental protection can
only be promoted when the overall corporate mentality
supports it. Our company’s business culture revolves around
quality, integrity, safety, and environmental protection.
It incorporates numerous internal regulations and procedures
in order to cover almost every aspect of this responsibility.
Apart from the environment, the benefits are also significant
for the company itself. Being an eco-friendly organization
translates into reduced overhead expenses.
It also improves the quality and speed of the services provided
to our customers and provides a healthier working environment
for the employees.
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»

Could you please express your opinion on the ﬁnancial
funds that have lately intensiﬁed their involvement in the
shipping industry? Do you think they are a reliable ﬁnancing
tool for shipping companies or do you think they are a
threat for shipping companies (and which are these
threats)?

The environment
is a responsibility rather
than a trend.

ﬂeet is one way for providing downward protection.
Our current ﬂeet consists of Panamaxes, Supramaxes and
Handies and hence investing in Kamsarmaxes and Ultramaxes
is very much in line with our strategy of diversiﬁcation and
growth.
Our newbuilding orders comprise 4 Ultramaxes and 3 Kamsarmaxes
of eco design which are more eﬃcient, they increase the size
of our ﬂeet by 50% and we feel better positioned to capture
the anticipated upcoming recovery of the Drybulk market.

“

“

“

“

Earnings in shipping are driven by the balance between supply
and demand. Historically, in periods of tight supply and therefore
good earnings, shipowners are tempted to order too many
ships and consequently destroy their own market by creating
an oversupply. In fact this is what we have been experiencing
in the Drybulk sector in the last few years.
The fact that we are now going through a period of scarce ship
ﬁnance is actually preventing shipowners from repeating our
past mistake of overordering, providing hope that any recovery

CSR has always been
at the core of our corporate
philosophy.

will be sustainable.
The fact, however, that a great deal of private equity money
pours into the newbuilding sector opportunistically is certainly
not good news and may lead again to overordering. Moreover,
this new money (also called smart money) will exit the sector
5-6 years later and hence they are not incentivized to build high
quality vessels.

» In your company’s newbuilding program one can observe
an order of three Kamsarmax bulk carriers. It seems that
your company is moving towards bigger vessels compared
to the existing ﬂeet. What are the reasons behind the decision
to move into a new category of bulk carriers?
In cyclical businesses such as shipping, diversiﬁcation of one’s

» “To be a world leader in shipping services by maintaining
trustworthy relationships with our customers, employees
and partners, yielding best returns for shareholders, society
and environment.” This is the motto of Allseas Marine S.A.
regarding the company’s social responsibility. What does
Corporate Social Responsibility mean to you and how does
it aﬀect the company’s strategy and decision making
process?
Corporate Social Responsibility has always been at the core of
our corporate philosophy since the inception of the company.
We consider CSR as a wider scope of activities, concepts and
procedures that the management has been committed to from
a very early stage of the company’s life. This fact is clearly
visible in almost every stage of the decision making process;
from our day to day operations up to strategic decisions.
Our business culture emphasizes transparency in our procedures
and supports an open-door policy for our employees.
We promote quality, safety and security principles while at the
same time ensuring environmental protection.
Our recent investment decisions also promote CSR. As already
mentioned, our drybulk ﬂeet growth is secured through our
newbuilding program, which is comprised of seven vessels, all
of which are eco-design.
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The Greek paradigm

Growth of Greek controlled
shipping: A PARADOX?

By Michael Sarlis, Maritime consultant

In early April every year since 1988, the Greek Shipping
Co-operation Committee issues an information paper on
Greek controlled Shipping (GCS), based on data provided by
Lloyd’s Register – Fairplay for ships over 1,000 GT.
In 2013 growth was impressive compared to the 2008-2012
period during which the number of ships total deadweight
(DWT) and gross tonnage (GT) had developed minor ﬂuctuations while the age average had improved considerably.
According to LR-Fairplay, in March 2014 GCS consisted of
3,901 ships with a total of 290,847,132 dwt and 170,984,684
GT including 378 vessels of 22,492,621 GT on order from
shipyards.
The Institute of Shipping Economics and Statistics of Bremen
(ISL) quantiﬁes GCS to consist of 3,989 ships on 1/1/2014
with 282,200,000 dwt, a 17. 7% share of the world total.

GCS accounts for 24% of the world’s total deadweight
tonnage of oil tankers, 13.9% of chemicals and product
tankers, 10.6% of liqueﬁed gas carriers, 16.4% of ore and
bulk carriers, 7.9% of containerships, and 1.6% of cargo
ships, while the GC passenger ﬂeet accounts for 4.2% of the
world total based on gross tonnage (LR-Fairplay).
Agewise, LR-Fairplay reports a 9.9 years age average as
regards the Greek ships, which is about 2.5 years below the
world average, while ISL calculates the GCS age average at
11.5 years. This diﬀerence between the ﬁgures reported by
the two organizations is due to the fact that LR-Fairplay
includes the vessels on order.
The Bremen Institute, based on data from IHS Fairplay up to
2011 and Clarkson Research Services (CRSL) since 2012,
reports the dwt development of major shipping nations from
1 January 2010 to 1 January 2014 to be: Greece 11%, Japan
6%, China PR 16%, Germany 5%, Korea 17%.
Based on information from CRSL, ISL reports that the
percentage of vessels registered under foreign ﬂags as
against the total ﬂeet of each country is: 73.9% of GCS,
92.5% of the Japanese ﬂeet, 61.9% of the Chinese ﬂeet,
87.5% of the German controlled ﬂeet and 81% of the Korean.
Considering the size of the Chinese cabotage market, their
higher share of home registry is justiﬁable. It is worth noting
that during the period 1953-59 less than 25% of the GCS was
registered in Greece, which is below the present ratio.
The average dwt capacity of vessels controlled by Greek
parent companies is: 155,000 tons for oil tankers, 37,000
tons for chemical/product carriers, 35,000 tons for liquid gas
carriers, 77,500 tons for bulkers and 58,000 tons for container
vessels.
As reported by Lloyds List last January in an article by Nigel
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“

For the first quarter
of 2014, Greek shipowners
have an estimated orderbook of
$9 billion while they bought
the 28,9% of the second hand
dwt sold.

“

Lowry, VesselsValue.com estimates the value of the world
ﬂeet in bulk carriers, containerships, gas tankers and tankers
at about $660bn of which GCS is valued at $101bn, about
15.3% of the world ﬂeet value. Considering that GCS is 2.5
years younger than the world average, it would be expected
that the value share would be in excess of the 17.7% which
is the dwt share.
Golden Destiny shipbrokers have estimated the value of
Greek parent companies’ orderbook at about $9bn during the
ﬁrst quarter of 2014, a 16.5% share on dwt of orders globally,
while during the same period last year the share was 13.7%
of the total. Likewise, on the second hand market, 28.9% of
the dwt sold during the ﬁrst quarter joined GCS.
Petroﬁn Research, in their 2013 Greek ﬂeet statistics, report
that GCS was managed by 690 companies in 2013, a signiﬁcant
drop since 2001 when 762 companies were active. The demise
of small/medium companies is also demonstrated by the fact
that while the top 50 ship management companies controlled
51.23% of GCS in 2007, their share increased to 67.12% last
year.
The Bank of Greece reported a slight increase in revenues
from shipping for January-Ferbruary 2014, despite the fact
that the number of national registry vessels continued
to decrease. This conﬁrms the view that apart from the state
of the charter market, which is the dominant factor, the
beneﬁts to the economy have more to do with the location
of the managing companies than with the ﬂag of registration.
In recent years ship finance developed a structural metamorphosis which did not appear to favor Greek shipping.
Against expectations, the necessary adaptations were made,
since the ﬂeet increased.
Is the growth of Greek controlled shipping a paradox? There
are reasonable explanations for everything. Many analysts in
Greece and abroad have scrutinized this issue and several of
their ﬁndings have proved to be correct. A further one should
be added: shipping for us is the core business. Shipping for
Greeks is not complementary to transporting national
cargoes or an aﬃliated activity as it is for the large traders.
Growth of this national industry for Greece is not a paradox
but quite orthodox.
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The rush for environmental
regulations:
Are they really effective for the
environment?

By Panos Zachariadis, Technical Director Atlantic Bulk Carriers Management Ltd

Shipping is currently facing a tsunami of very costly
environmental regulations. Most were formulated at the
IMO some time ago, while others like the CO2 emissions
regulations and future market based measures are still
being formulated and debated.
It is true that these regulations were formulated with the
best of intentions for helping the environment. However,
as more scientiﬁc studies surface, it is obvious that they
have not been fully evaluated with regards to many of their
side-eﬀects. Either for simplicity or for expediency, or both,
the IMO regulates one issue at a time. Also, the IMO is
under pressure to regulate fast. IMO member states, such
as the USA and the European Union, constantly threaten (literally)
the IMO that “If you don’t regulate and fast, we will proceed
with our own local unilateral regulations”. The result is that
some regulations are enacted before the technology is
available (e.g. Ballast Water Treatment) or without examining
the consequences and effects on other environmental
issues. Let’s look into some of these controversies:

“

“

It makes no sense
to require the use of low sulphur
fuel in the middle of the ocean.

Sulphur Oxides (SOx): The Marpol VI convention requires that
as of January 2015 the percentage of sulphur in the fuel used
in ECAs (Emission Control Areas) must be less than 0.1%.
Furthermore, subject to an earlier availability study, all fuel
used anywhere should not exceed 0.5% in sulphur. This means
ships have three choices: a) consume gasoil and diesel oil, b)
use LNG, or, c) ﬁt scrubbers.
All choices are obviously very costly, and this includes LNG
retroﬁtting, which for bulk carriers would require loss of cargo
volume, while it is doubtful whether it would be feasible.
I should also note that choice a (diesel) increases the safety
risks, with more engine wear and unexpected engine stoppages
during maneuvering, while choice c (scrubbers) despite makers’
claims is not a trouble-free operation at all.
But we all know that sulphur oxides are a serious health risk.
So they must be reduced. However, what most of us don’t know
is that sulphur oxides cool the atmosphere. They also have a
short lifetime of 5-7 days in the atmosphere. Thus it would
make sense to reduce them near populated shores (ECAs) but
it makes no sense to require the use of low sulphur fuel in the
middle of the ocean; rather we should go for the opposite.
Furthermore, the UK Met oﬃce advises that the reduction of
sulphur aerosols over the Atlantic warms the water and this is
responsible for the extreme weather phenomena (cyclones,
typhoons in the USA, ﬂoods in the UK and droughts in Africa)
that we have been recently witnessing with record – breaking
ferocity. And lastly, to produce the extra amounts of gasoil and
diesel, the International Petroleum Institute advises that that
15% more CO2 will be emitted from the reﬁneries. It seems to
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global warming effect is the same or worse than that of
conventional fuels.

Picture 1. The Global Conveynor Belt

Picture 2. The Global Conveynor Belt

me this general “ban” of SOx worldwide will contribute
immensely to global warming for no real reason.
NOx: Similarly, Nitrogen Oxides are harmful to health.
Obviously they too should be reduced near populated areas.
However, they too help control global warming by destroying
the methane in the atmosphere. Methane is a global warming
gas 20-25 times more potent than CO2. If global warming
increases, many fear that the Siberian permafrost will thaw
releasing huge amounts of methane. SOx reduction with its
associated water warming will contribute to such thawing.
However, the regulators went again for an all –out reduction.
It seems they didn’t take into account that in order to comply
with reduced NOx emissions requirements (Tier II), the new
engines consume 5% more fuel and thus emit 5% more CO2
into the atmosphere. Even worse, the latest Tier III compliant
engines consume 5-7 times more fuel than the Tier II engines.
Can the atmosphere aﬀord 10-12% more CO2 from the 50,000
plus ships regularly trading internationally?
To comply with the reduced SOx and NOx regulations, it is
certain that in the future more ships will be using LNG which
has very small SOx and NOx emissions. However, we should not
forget that LNG is 99% methane! Even though LNG is tooted to
emit 20% less CO2 than heavy or diesel oil when burned, several
studies show that when “methane slip” during engine injection
but also during LNG extraction is taken into account, then its

Ballast Water Treatment: The US National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) states in its web site that
sea currents transport live organisms for huge distances. “This
allows individuals to escape overpopulated areas with too much
competition for resources, and allows the species to spread into
and colonize new habitats”.
The world map of the two main currents, warm and cold (picture
1), is called the global conveyor belt. In addition, there are
thousands of surface currents (picture 2) which move in all
directions. NOAA states that the global conveyor belt alone
(excluding surface currents) transports 125 - 150 Sv (One Sv =
1 million cubic meters of water per second) or 1 - 4 x 1015 cubic
meters per year. By comparison, all ships transport 4 x 109
cubic meters of ballast water per year, namely one million times
less that the two main currents. If one considers the surface
currents too, then the ballast quantity transported by ships is
minuscule by comparison. If we further consider that present
regulations require ships to exchange their ballast water
mid-ocean, then the amount of organisms transported by ships
should be negligible compared to natural current transportation.
Are we supposed to believe that the new hugely expensive
water ballast treatment devices required by regulation will stop
nature (even if they work as advertised, which they seldom do,
if at all)?
It is estimated that in the Mediterranean Sea a new species is
found every 10 days! Zebra mussels, which were the main reason
the USA pushed the regulation at IMO, despite the economic
damages they caused, produced a welcome side eﬀect.
They cleaned the muddy polluted waters of the Great Lakes,
especially Lake Erie, which was polluted by fertilizers and
sewage. Lake Erie was so ﬁlthy that light penetration in the
water was only a few centimeters. Aﬅer only 10 years of zebra
mussel life there, the water is clear with light penetration of
nearly 10 meters. Although the mussels do harm to many
species, the clear water favors others such as the smallmouth
bass and the yellow perch, since light penetration helps the
growth of weedy plants favored by these ﬁsh.
Not to be misunderstood, zebra mussels do more harm than
good, but clearly it is not just harm they do.
Just ask the lakefront property owners of central and northern
Wisconsin who have seen their property value increase because
of the clearer water, compared to lakefront areas with no zebra
mussels. The economic cost to the USA of ﬁghting the adverse
eﬀects of zebra mussels is estimated at $270-500 million
yearly. Compare that to the $ 80+ billion that shipping has to
spend in the next few years for iﬀy ballast water treatment
equipment.
CO2: CO2 is also a complex issue and in trying to enact regulations to curb it, the IMO had to simplify both the problem and
the solution. I have written elsewhere extensively about the
EEDI mess. To me, at best it is just a “feel good” regulation that
will not make future ship designs any more energy eﬃcient.
This is because you can achieve the regulation’s targets by
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“

“

There is a very
powerful lobby that wants
to see Emissions Trading Schemes
applied to shipping.

means other than a more eﬃcient design (such as specifying
reduced design speed, smaller engine etc). You can even design
a “bathtub” shaped ship and have it EEDI - compliant by playing
around with the formula's parameters. Only now this bathtub
ship will not be as safe in bad weather as a pre-EEDI ship,
because of its underpowered engine! Note: Following Greece’s
alerts to this at IMO, another “feel good” but totally ineﬀective
regulation was formulated, the “minimum allowable propulsion
power”. It speciﬁes “minimum acceptable horsepowers 30%
below those of pre-EEDI ships. I would not call these “safe” by
any standard.
Once the IMO had taken care of the design phase of a ship,
specifying that it has to comply with EEDI, it turned with more
vigor towards regulating the operational phase of ships. So far
the requirement is the SEEMP (Ship Energy Eﬃciency Management
Plan) where a company can specify energy eﬃciency measures
as they deem best for the ship. Aﬅer all it is silly to have a regulation
to push the shipowner to examine measures to reduce his fuel
consumption, which is his largest operational cost. All shipowners
do the calculations anyway and they apply appropriate cost
effective measures to their ships, either reducing speed or
retroﬁtting equipment etc. However, I suspect that what is in
the regulators' minds is the future Market Based Measures
(MBMs) that will be enacted for shipping.
There is a very powerful lobby that wants to see ETS (Emissions
Trading Schemes) applied to shipping instead of the simpler
and fairer flat tax on fuel. A flat tax on bunkers is easier to
administer, it is fair (the more energy consuming ship pays
more tax), it is eﬀective (you can control the CO2 emissions by
raising the tax, thus reducing fuel demand and pushing for
lower speeds) and it is 5-16 times more eﬃcient than ETS, both

operationally and economically, according to the USA Congressional
Budget Oﬃce.
So why would anyone want ETS instead when even pro-environmental
organizations such as the Friends of the Earth call it environmentally
useless and good only for the ﬁnancial institutions? Maybe the
answer is exactly that: that it is good for the ﬁnancial institutions. A new multi-billion dollar market is opening up. Imagine
the activity in commissions alone when each ship will have to
buy CO2 allowances at the Carbon Stock exchanges.
Not to mention the new ﬁnancial jobs created, new exchanges,
etc. How much of that money will remain to benefit the
environment is anyone’s guess (but USA CBO already said 5-16
times less than a ﬂat tax).
To be able to apply ETS one needs two things: a) a baseline to
specify the “normal/average” CO2 emissions for each vessel
type and b) an index to rate ships into environmentally good
and bad. Of course, there can actually be no such proper index,
but for the regulators the EEOI would do just ﬁne. Never mind
that it doesn’t give the correct results (i.e. it cannot identify the
eﬃcient from the non-eﬃcient ship, since it depends not so
much on the operator’s prudence as on the prevailing market
conditions and on god Poseidon’s whims – i.e. bad weather).
Establishing design baselines for EEDI was a big mess.
Establishing baselines for the operation of ships will be a mess
x 10n. But when the World Bank itself makes its first ever
submission to IMO in favor of ETS, you know that some powerful
forces want it established in shipping.
With ETS, the baseline will keep dropping every few years. So,
even the most eﬃcient ships will eventually ﬁnd their way to
the carbon markets to pay their dues. This is called asking the
operators to keep improving their fuel eﬃciency every few
years or pay the price. By comparison, the EU does not regulate
the individual automobile CO2 emissions. It regulates the average
emissions of all car models produced by a manufacturer
(maybe the reason Mercedes came up with the Smart car). And
of course neither the EU nor anybody else regulates the user.
What is now being debated and what many are pushing for at
the IMO is equivalent to asking a driver to reduce his fuel
consumption every 2-3 years. Not only the private driver (who
conceivably could make less pleasure outings), but primarily the
professional, e.g. the truck driver.
Personally, I wonder if we really need any such “CO2” or MBM
regulations. How much CO2 does shipping emit? The second
IMO study says ships use 369 million tons of bunkers (multiply
by about 3 to get the CO2 emissions). But the International
Energy Agency, which has the actual bunker ﬁgures, says 247
million tons. A 50% diﬀerence (Figure 3). Consider also that the
tax-free bunkers have a way of leaking into the local (taxed)
market so the actual ship use must be even less. What will the
CO2 emissions be in, say, 30 years if we don’t regulate? Again
the IMO study is enlightening. It tells us they may be 0.6 billion
tons (less than today’s 0.8 billion tons) or they may be as much
as 7 billion tons (Figure 4). The experts gave themselves a
margin for the order of magnitude. Thank you very much.
May I please see the compelling evidence for the need of this
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least partially questionable. I just hope their “eﬀectiveness” on
shipping will not be lethal.

operational CO2 curbing or MBM regulation?
The International Chamber of Shipping estimates that the cost
of the above environmental regulations to shipping will be $50
billion each year for the next 10 years, without including the
possible MBMs. To me, their environmental eﬀectiveness is at

Picture 3
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Private Equity FundsAn Opportunistic Approach?
In the last two years, Private Equity Funds have started to invest in the
shipping industry, mainly driven by the tight credit conditions available
and the historically low level asset values, motivated by the opportunity
to realize attractive returns when the shipping market recovers.

By George Logothetis, CFO Finance and Research George Moundreas & Company S.A.

In this respect, European banks are divesting from shipping
by selling either a portion or their entire shipping loan portfolio
to Private Equity Funds. It is estimated that during last year,
about $ 5 billion in shipping loans was bought by Funds and
the investor’s appetite was so huge it drove prices as high
as 90 US cents on the dollar, compared to 70 US cents some
months ago.
Late last year, Davidson Kempner Capital Management LLC
acquired part of Lloyds Banking Group Plc shipping portfolio
for $ 500 million and Commerzbank AG, Germany’s second
largest bank, sold 14 chemical tankers to Oaktree Capital
Management LP, reducing non-performing shipping loans
by $383 million.
Banks prefer to sell their risky loans even at discount rather
than take actual ownership of the vessels where, on the
contrary, the strategy of the Funds is to take ownership of
the vessels (which is just another cheap investment since
their prices have collapsed as much as 71% in the last ﬁve
years), to operate them until prices appreciate and then sell

“

“

2013 is characterized as a record year in terms of the
number of Joint Ventures between Private Equity Funds
and shipping companies although the total dollar
amount invested could not be stated accurately as
details of some of these agreements are not publicly
disclosed.
Estimates vary, but maritime fund management company
Tuﬅon Oceanic says private equity has invested about $32
billion in shipping in the last two years. However, in our days,
another popular approach by the Private Equity Funds is not
the formation of Joint Ventures with shipping companies in
order to explore attractive opportunities in the industry, but
the investment of large sums of capital in Shipping Debt.
According to Moody’s Investors Services, about 130 European
Banks, including the ones with the largest exposure to
shipping and deemed to pose a systematic risk, scheduled
to undergo an assessment by the European Central Bank
to measure the quality of their assets and the strength of
their Balance Sheets in stress scenarios.

Because the investment horizon for private equity is short-term and
shipping is fundamentally long-term in nature, private equity's entry
into shipping in most cases is never going to end well.
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the vessels at a premium, a clear asset play strategy.
Even though the Private Equity Funds have not repossessed
any vessels as of yet, it is well known in the industry that
quite a few of them have already entered into discussions
with shipping Management companies operating vessels
that may soon take over.
According to some estimates, Private Equity Funds have at
their disposal about $ 800 billion to invest and it seems that
in the near future we will see more funds being directed
towards the shipping industry as the market gradually
enters into the recovery cycle, where the Banks would like
to “decontaminate” their Balance Sheets from possible
non-performing loans.
In conclusion, Private Equity Funds are there not to become
ship owners but rather to take advantage of asset appreciation
in order to realize attractive returns in the short term, in
contrast with the returns from traditional shipping which
are realized over a longer term. It is a common strategy for

Private Equity Funds to invest when traditional bank ﬁnance
is scarce and assets values are low, aiming to exploit signiﬁcant
returns when the market rebounds.
Currently, shipping seems to fulﬁll these requirements thus
attracting funds from private investors - in some instances
investors that are not even familiar with the dynamics and
the complexity of the shipping industry – and although it
seems this trend will continue in the near future due to the
size of the “Shipping Loan Market”, it will not be able to
replace the traditional method of Bank Finance since,
according to Petrofin Research, as of November of
2013, outstanding Bank Loans to ship owners totaled $
460 billion.
As Jan Engelhardtsen, chief ﬁnancial oﬃcer at Oslo- listed
tanker and terminals company Stolt Nielsen said, “Because
the investment horizon for private equity is short-term and
shipping is fundamentally long-term in nature, private equity's
entry into shipping in most cases is never going to end well”.
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A market analysis of the current
shipping & economic environment
Increasing trend in shipping investments and positive outlook for the developed economy
under upcoming threat derived from China’s slowdown.

By Maria Bertzeletou, Shipping analyst Golden Destiny S.A., Research Valuations

The first quarter of the year ends with the world economy
showing signs of upturn for the developed countries,
while the developing Asian region faces a slowdown.
The stronger recovery of developed economies against
the stable growth of developing Asia reassures that the
risks of another global downturn are limited.
The latest indications published by HSBC Market Economics
in March conﬁrmed the expansion in the US and the Eurozone,
while contraction in Chinese economic activity disappoints
analysts’ expectations for a ﬁrm rebound of the world’s
second largest economy aﬅer the end of Chinese Lunar New
Year. According to HSBC Markit economics, robust US and
Eurozone growth contrasts with the steepening downturn in China.
• China’s manufacturing PMI remained below 50 for three
consecutive months.
• The US manufacturing PMI recorded the best quarterly
performance for three years despite falling in March.
• The Eurozone PMI showed the largest quarterly performance
since the second quarter of 2011.
The International Monetary Fund, in its latest economic
outlook, forecasts a global growth of 3.6% in 2014 and 3.9%
in 2015, but warns that the world still faced a year of slow
growth unless countries embarked on structural reforms to
improve their growth. The IMF expects stronger growth in
the US, the UK and Germany to boost the outlook.
Low inflation persists in the euro area with Mario Draghi
signaling that the European Central Bank is getting ready
to unleash a new unconventional monetary policy in a bid
to ﬁght low inﬂation. The recent successful return of Greece
to the capital market is a bright sign for the eurozone’s
recovery as it seems that its troubled economies are poising
to return from a long term recession.
For emerging economies, the World Bank expects East Asian
economies to grow at a stable pace in 2014, at 7.1%, largely
unchanged from 2013 and this stability is bolstered by a

recovery in high-income economies. East Asia remains the
fastest growing region in the world, despite a slowdown
from the average growth rate of 8.0 percent from 2009 to
2013.
For China, the ﬁrst quarter ended with a GDP growth of
7.4%, slowing from a 7.7% in the final quarter of 2013,
according to National Bureau of Statistics. Beijing has
already announced modest measures, such as tax cuts for
small ﬁrms and speeding up investment in railways to reach
its target growth of 7.5%.
In the meantime, China’s State Council has announced its
long awaited “National New Type Urbanization Plan” for
2014-2020 aiming to increase its population living in urban
cities to about 60%, i.e. by 100 million, by 2020 in an eﬀort
to boost its economic growth. “Urbanization is a strong
engine to keep economic growth at a sustainable pace and
on a healthy track. Domestic demand is the fundamental
drive of our nation’s economic development and urbanization
has the greatest potential to expand domestic consumption,”
the cabinet said.
The urbanization plan will expand railways to reach cities
with more than 200,000 residents by 2020 and those with
more than 500,000 people will be linked by high speed rail.
Against government eﬀorts for a solid growth this year, the
sharp slowdown of Chinese economy threatens the dry bulk
outlook. Economists now downgrade Chinese economic
growth to 7.4% for this year as falling prices in China
reinforce fears for a further contraction.
Consumer prices fell 0.5% in March from the previous
month, while producer prices remained mired in deﬂationary
territory for a 25th-consecutive month, according to ﬁgures
published by the national bureau of statistics.
The sharp downward correction in the BDI during the ﬁrst
days of April to levels below the psychological barrier of
1,000 points has not yet changed the positive outlook of this
segment, as Chinese demand for imported iron ore cargo
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holds ﬁrm. In the tanker market, crude rates have shown an
upturn of the market from the lows of last year, but with a
declining trend as the increase in US shale oil production
sustains the imbalance between vessels’ supply and demand.
In the container market, the overcapacity issues could not
oﬀer hopes for full recovery in spot rates, as consumers’
consumption of the global economy has not returned yet to
pre-recession levels.
A threatening element for the dry bulk outlook are the
estimations for a slower global steel demand for this year.
According to the World Steel Association, global demand is
expected to rise 3.1% in 2014 to 1.52bn tons - down from
last year's 3.6% growth, and to increase slightly in 2015 by
3.3%. The WSA said Chinese demand for the commodity
would rise only by 3% in 2014 to 721m tons, compared with
the 6.1% growth recorded last year. In 2015, Chinese
demand growth is expected to slow further to 2.7%.
However, demand for steel in developed economies is
forecast to grow by 2.5% in 2014, following a contraction
of 0.3% last year.
The US is forecast to make a strong recovery, with steel
demand expected to grow 4% to 99.4m tons, on the back
of a pick-up in construction activity and manufacturing.
European demand is forecast to rise 3.1% this year, following
a contraction of 0.2% in 2013.
The world economy still seems fragile, while the shipping
environment shows that its outlook has changed from negative
to positive, with freight rates showing a better performance
from last year’s ﬁrst quarter disappointing outlook. Shipping
players have now shown the strongest shipping conﬁdence,
with investments for secondhand and newbuilding vessels
showing great volume of activity.
Overall, shipping players continue to be more aggressive in
the newbuilding market with the purchasing appetite for
1st QUARTER 2014 (JENUARY - MARCH)
Secondhand
Newbuilding

Units
499
792

Dwt
Invested
P&C
37.027.611 10.559.930.000 92
50.385.593 26.190.899.001 435

1st QUARTER 2013 (JENUARY - MARCH)
Secondhand
Newbuilding

Units
336
485

Dwt
Invested
P&C
16.230.203 4.013.365.811
48
28.325.826 26.665.430.000 208

% QUARTER-ON-QUARTER
Secondhand
Newbuilding

Units
49%
63%

Dwt
128%
78%

Invested
163%
-2%

Secondhand investments -37% lower than newbuilding bussines
(in terms of unit)

secondhand vessels being 37% lower than the newbuilding
appetite. During January-March 2014, the invested capital
for secondhand purchases increased by 163% for the acquisition
of 499 vessels, with bulkers holding a 56% share. In terms
of number of units, the secondhand purchasing activity increased
by 49% from the volume of activity during the ﬁrst quarter
of 2013, while the increase in newbuilding activity is even
higher at 63%. The invested capital in the construction of
newbuilding vessels surpassed $25 billion for 792 new orders,
while the invested capital in the secondhand market is estimated
to be more than $10.5 bn.
Per vessel type:
• Bulkers:
36% share of the total S&P activity - 20% share 1q 2013
43% share of the total NB activity - 28% share in 1q 2013
Secondhand: 182 vessel purchases
invested capital more than $3.8 bn
(up by 84% from the 1q 2013)
Newbuilding: 338 new orders
invested capital more than $4.7 bn
(up by 43% from the 1q 2013)
• Tankers:
37% share of the total S&P activity - 31% share 1q 2013
17% share of the total NB activity - 17% share in 1q 2013
Secondhand: 186 vessel purchases
invested capital more than $4.32bn
(up by 37% from the 1q 2013)
Newbuilding: 136 new orders
invested capital more than $4.65bn
(up by 74% from the 1q 2013)
• Gas Tankers:
5% share of the total S&P activity - 4% share 1q 2013
9% share of the total NB activity - 8% share in 1q 2013
Secondhand: 25 vessel purchases
invested capital more than $1.32bn
(up by 67% from the 1q 2013)
Newbuilding: 69 new orders
invested capital more than $4.45bn
(up by 68% from the 1q 2013)
• Containers:
10% share of the total S&P activity - 13% share 1q 2013
7% share of the total NB activity -12% share in 1q 2013
Secondhand: 48 vessel purchases
invested capital more than $639mil
(down by 24% from the 1q 2013)
Newbuilding: 53 new orders
invested capital more than $1.7bn
(down by 10% from the 1q 2013)
Greek Presence was higher than the ﬁrst quarter of 2013,
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but against foreign players Greek owners continue to follow
a more conservative approach towards newbuilding as their
purchasing appetite for secondhand vessels is 38% higher
than their ordering business.
The invested capital of Greek owners in the secondhand
market was more than $3.3bn for 131 vessel purchases,
when during the first three months of 2013, was region
more than $1bn. In terms of number of units, their secondhand
purchasing activity increased by 87%, with a 26% share of
the total S&P activity from 21% in the first quarter of 2013.
Despite the conservative approach of the Greeks towards
the newbuilding business, the increase in investments is
higher than their secondhand vessel purchases. In terms of
number of units, newbuilding orders by Greeks recorded
126% increase compared to their activity in the first three
months of 2013, with their invested capital being more than
$3.5bn, with a 12% share of the total newbuilding activity
from 9% in the first quarter of 2013.

Bulkers:
• Chinese: 248 new orders,
up by 218% compared with the 1q 2013: 78 new orders
• Japanese: 67 new orders,
up by 76% compared with the 1q 2013: 38 new orders
Tankers:
• Korean: 61 new orders,
up by 39% compared with the 1q 2013: 44 new orders
• Japanese: 36 new orders,
(only 2 new orders reported at Japanese yards in the 1q
2013 for the construction of aframax tankers)

Newbuilding orders per vessel type - 1q 2014

1st QUARTER 2014 (JENUARY - MARCH)
Secondhand
Newbuilding

Units
131
95

Dwt
10.798.315
8.332.080

Invested
3.304.850.000
3.534.180.000

P&C
17
44

1st QUARTER 2013 (JENUARY - MARCH)
Secondhand
Newbuilding

Units
70
42

Dwt
5.251.805
3.955.900

Invested
967.210.000
3.164.000.000

P&C
7
5

Newbuilding orders per vessel type - 1q 2013

% QUARTER-ON-QUARTER
Secondhand
Newbuilding

Units
87%
126%

Dwt
106%
111%

Invested
242%
12%

Secondhand investments 38% higher than newbuilding bussines
(in terms of unit)

The revival of newbuilding business stemmed mainly from
the firm position of dry bulk charter rates since the last
quarter of 2013 and the changed picture of crude tanker
market, providing a significant boost of business for Chinese,
Korean and Japanese yards. Chinese yards are holding key
position on dry bulk newbuilding business with a 74% share
and Korean yards appear in the frontline for tankers with a
45% share. Japanese yards are still lagging behind, but they
increased significantly their business in the bulker segment
with their main activity in the construction of handy and
ultramax bulkers, and in the tanker segment with the
construction of handysize/chemical/product vessels.

The end of the first quarter of the year with hot shipping
investments, but signs of downward revision in freight rates
as the world economy remains fragile due to the stability of
growth in the developing economies, raises concerns about
the future outlook of shipping investments.
The last month of the first quarter gave a sense of a slower
purchasing and ordering appetite, with asset prices still
signaling an upward trend.
The development of asset prices and the response of shipping
investors during the second quarter of the year remain to
be seen, but for now it seems that the first half of the year
will result in higher levels of investments than the previous year.
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An uncompromising pursuit of quality
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Energy Market

Oil Boom in the USA (?)

By Emmanuel Papalexis, Chairman MARE MARITIME COMPANY S.A.

In the last ten years a boom in oil production has commenced
in the United States of America. In spite of BP’s oil
pollution disaster in the Gulf of Mexico in 2010, production
of oil has been increasing not only in traditional producing
areas such as Texas and the US Gulf, but also in new
areas such as North Dakota.
It is expected that by 2020 the United States will have
become the new “Middle East”, with production set to reach
15 million barrels a day, which will be much higher than that
of Saudi Arabia and Russia. New ways of drilling have
already started to produce results in areas where it was
impossible before; in particular, extensive drilling is taking
place in North Dakota, Oklahoma, Wyoming and Montana.
With “fracking” or hydraulic fracturing, the rocky areas of
the bottom are drilled and water, sand and
chemicals are injected to break the rocks and bring to the
surface the trapped oil or gas. However, this method is not
free of side eﬀects. The water used during this process is
polluted with chemicals and might contaminate underground
water streams. Also, in some areas where fracking was used,
small-scale earthquakes have been recorded. This is why
certain environmental lobbies are protesting against this
method. Whether this oil extraction method will continue in
the USA, or it will be just a short term affair, depends on
future developments.
Whether production will reach the levels mentioned earlier
very much depends on the geopolitical developments,
especially the future oil price. If this price is below

“

“

US$75.00, then this American dream of super production
will not be worth maintaining and investments will stop.
Taking into consideration that the USA consumes nearly 20
million barrels a day, it will take of course a few years to
reach the point of being absolutely self suﬃcient, provided
that present investment and production policies are maintained.
Presently, US crude oil imports are about 7.6 million barrels
per day. Gasoline imports amount to 628,000 barrels per
day. The total USA crude oil
production grew 15% in 2013 to 7.4 million barrels per day.
Texas and North Dakota were the areas to which this growth
has been attributed. In the 3 years since 2010, North

What we are looking, as a shipping company, from the graduates
of the Marine Academies are a willingness for hard work, discipline,
honesty, and a respect for the sea.
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Dakota’s crude oil production has grown 177% and Texas’s
121%. Three other States should also be mentioned amongst
the top 10 USA producers. These are Colorado, Oklahoma
and New Mexico. In general, USA production takes place in
31 States, the Gulf of Mexico and the Pacific Coast. Out of
these areas, 10 areas supply more than 90% of the USA output. It is worth mentioning that North Dakota has risen from
the 7th largest oil producer to the 2nd.
Taking into consideration that world oil consumption is close
to 86 million barrels a day, the United States need 22% of
this quantity for their domestic consumption. The USA is,
therefore, one of the largest producers and the largest
consumer.
Based on the existing situation, it seems that oil will
remain the main source of energy not only for the United
States, but for the whole world. From today until 2035,
world oil demand is expected to increase by 20 million
barrels a day and to reach 108 million barrels per day, from
88 million which it is today. This increase in demand will be
mainly due to the increased demand expected in developing
countries. According to OPEC statistics, the world’s proven
oil reserves exceed one trillion barrels, 54% of which are
contained in the Middle East.
With regard to the supply of Crude Oil, although production
might decline in certain areas, increases will occur in
countries such as Azerbaijan, Kazakhstan and Russia, where
the total production last year reached 10.3 million barrels
a day. The total production in Eurasia is expected to reach
13.9 million barrels by 2016. Increases in production are also
expected in Non-OPEC Asian countries (excluding China),
where a growth of 3.9 million barrels a day is anticipated
by 2016.
Referring to China, the present level of production, 4.1
million barrels a day, is expected to remain the same in the
near future. Production in European Countries will fall by
about 500,000 barrels a day in the near future, due to the
expected decline in the North Sea output.
Mexico, non-OPEC Middle East and non-OPEC Africa are also
areas where production is expected to be reduced.
This is basically the general situation in global oil consumption
and production today.

WORLDWIDE LEADER
FLAG STATE

GENERAL CONSULATE OF PANAMA IN GREECE
1-3 Filellinon & Akti Miaouli
185 36 Piraeus Greece
Tel. +30 210 4286441-3
Fax +30 210 4286448
info@panamaconsulate.gr
SEGUMAR-PIRAEUS OFFICE
Panama Maritime Authority
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Energy
and Natural Resources
Poland asks for EU initiatives on
natural gas infrastructures
The Polish Prime Minister
Donald Tusk said that “the
European Union should cover
75% of the cost of natural gas
infrastructures required to
create an eﬀective network
(pipes and connections) between
Member States. According to
Polish media reports, Mr. Tusk said that "taking into account the
risk of a gas related crisis, we have to construct a more
efficient 'solidarity' mechanism for transporting gas. At the
meeting held on 20-21 March, the EU leaders instructed
the European Commission to create a plan for the reduction of
energy dependence on Russia.

GasLog goes public?
GasLog, the LNG carrier shipping
company based in Monaco, is contemplating issuing bonds and listing
the company on the Oslo Stock
Exchange. The company has 11
LNG carriers while seven more are
under construction. According to market analysts, issuing
bonds is an economical way to raise capital and the
speciﬁc route is chosen by an increasing number of shipping
companies with LNG carrier vessels.

A new LNG terminal for India
Oman is negotiating with
Petronet LNG of India for
the acquisition of 20% of
an LNG import terminal
on the East Coast of India.
The terminal will be built
at Gangavaram in the Andhra Pradesh region and will be
ready in 2018.

Azerbaijan as a transit point for
Turkmenistan’s natural gas
The head of SOCAR Rovnag Abdullayev said that Azerbaijan
is ready to serve the transit transportation needs of natural
gas through the Trans-Caspian pipeline, which is the focus of
the discussions between Turkmenistan and the European
Union. The 300km long pipeline will start from the East Coast
of the Caspian Sea in Turkmenistan and end in Azerbaijan,
where it will connect with the Southern Gas Corridor.

KNPC
is planning
huge
investments
Kuwait National Petroleum Company (KNPC) will invest $35
billion dollars on developing new projects and expanding
its existing activities, according to the company’s CEO Mr.
Mohammad Ghazi Al Mutairi. At an industry conference held
in Kuwait he said that priority projects are the modernization
and extension of the two refineries at Mina Abdulla and Mina
Al Ahmadi at a cost of $12 billion, the construction of a new
refinery at Al Zour, which will be among the largest in the
world, the construction of a power plant producing energy
from natural gas and the creation of new LNG import facilities.
The upgrading of the two refineries will increase refining
capacity to 800,000 barrels per day.

Positive results on a TOTAL’s
well on Côte d'Ivoire
French Total has conﬁrmed
the presence of hydrocarbons in
exploration well Saphir-1XB
on plot CI-514, oﬀ the coast of
Côte d'Ivoire; the well is at a
depth of 2,300 meters. The
data obtained will be used to
assess the area’s potential.
Total has exploration licenses for three more plots in the
sea area of Côte d'Ivoire (CI-100, CI-515 and CI-516). The
company also plans to drill on plots CI-515 and CI-516 until
the end of the year and is currently analyzing the data
obtained by drilling on plot CI-100 in 2013.

Shale gas exploitation could
have a significant impact to
UK economy
According to a report by Ernst and
Young on behalf of an organization
associated with natural gas, the
exploitation of shale gas could create
more than 64,000 jobs in the United
Kingdom and capital inﬂows to local
businesses totaling $ 55.37 billion.
This inflow of funds relates to the
consumption created by this activity
over the next 18 years.
The United Kingdom is at the initial
stage of exploration for shale gas, in an attempt to counter
the increasing reliance on imports.
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Regulations Calendar

Arctic Shipping Developments

By Apostolos Belokas, Principal Consultant & CEO, SQE Marine Group

The Arctic is deﬁned as the Polar Region north of the Arctic Circle, (the 66° 33 parallel) which
includes two shipping roads: the Northern Sea Route (NSR) close to the shore of Russia and the
Northwest Passage (NWP) close to the Canadian shore.
According to traﬃc statistics, prior to 2010 there was no commercial traﬃc in the region; due
to the climate change, however, there has been a substantial change leading to 71 transits for
the 2013 season. Shorter routes are making these transits more attractive as distances may
be shorter by 1,000 miles or more on the NWP, or 3,500 miles on the NSR, as can be seen in
the relevant ﬁgure:

Historic Firsts in Arctic Shipping
The following are the historic ﬁrsts in the Northern Sea
Route (NSR):
1. First foreign ship to transit NSR: Heavy liﬅs MV Foresight
& MV Fraternity, operated by Beluga Shipping Group in
2009

2. Largest tanker to cross NSR: MV Baltica (100,000 DWT),
operated by Sovcomﬂot
3. First foreign ship to cross the NSR: MV Nordic Barents,
operated by Nordic Bulk carriers
4. First passenger ship to transit NSR: Russian state owned
by Georg Ots
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Regulations Calendar
5. First Suezmax Supertanker through NSR: MV Vladimir
Thikonov (162,000 DWT), operated by Sovcomflot.
6. First Commercial ship carrying cargo to transit NWP:
Nordic Orion, operated by Nordic Bulk Carriers and
Seamar Management S.A.

3. MARPOL regarding Pollution prevention
4. STCW regarding certification and Training of Seafarers
Currently the IMO is developing a Polar Code, planned for
finalization/ratification by 2016, which is designed and
structured similarly to ISPS & STCW with
sections A for Mandatory issues and B for
recommendations, incorporating:
I. Section I on Safety Measures (Polar
Water Operational Manual, Ship
structure stability and subdivision,
Watertight / weathertight integrity,
Machinery installations, Operational
fire safety, Navigational and personal
safety, Communications, Voyage planning etc)
II. Section II on Pollution Prevention,
similar to MARPOL (Oil, NLS, harmful
substances in packaged form, Sewage,
garbage, Air Emissions etc.)

IMO is working on Classification of Ships able to operate in Polar Regions in three categories

We have had only one transit of the North West Passage so
far, by Nordic Orion, an ICE Class 2011 OSHIMA 75,600
DWT purpose built vessel, that started her voyage from
Vancouver, Canada, and reached her destination at the Port
of Pori, Finland, through the NWP, having obtained all permits and tug assistance, carrying out a thorough transit
Risk Assessment and carrying all the necessary certificates. Achievements claimed by operators include additional cargo capacity in excess of 15,000 tons, surpassing
Panama Canal; more than $200,000 in fuel savings; 1,000
NM shorter route; 25% less fuel consumption and 25% less
CO2 emissions.
Importance of the Arctic in Global Economy
The Arctic is a resources rich area that contributes to the
Global Economy:
1. 10 % of International Fishing
2. Significant part of the Global Marine Tourism industry
3. Significant part of Hard Minerals ~ Palladium (40%),
Nickel (22%), Diamonds (20%), Platinum (15%), Zinc
(10%)
4.Hydrocarbons, with Undiscovered Natural Gas & Oil
estimated at 30% and 13% respectively
5. Potential: Rare Earths (25%), Coal & Fresh Water
Regulatory Framework
There are four regulatory pillars in the Arctic:
1. UNCLOS regarding definition of rights (territorial sea,
EEZ etc)
2. SOLAS regarding Safety and Construction of vessels

Uncertainties and challenges in
the Arctic
Uncertainties include the developments in climate change
possibly making the Arctic a fully navigable area by 2100,
sovereignty claims, oil prices trading, a possible arctic
shipping disaster, limited windows of operation (economics
of operation), transit fees, new resource discoveries and
insurance industry engagement in the long run, as insurers
are not happy insuring anything above 70 north at the
moment.
On the other hand, we also face challenges such as sovereignty
claims leading to maritime disputes, trade growth in bigger
numbers – the 71 transits we have had so far are an
extremely low figure, but imagine what will happen in the
future; if this figure reaches 5,000 – 10,000 transits per
year it may become the new Panama Canal! Furthermore,
investment plans have been released for a possible deep
water port in Alaska as well as investments in ships, as a
Polar ship is very expensive to build and subsequently to
operate.
Challenges also include developing common standards
in the Arctic vs state laws, IMO Polar Code finalization
and implementation, possible ban of HFO in the Arctic,
SAR, pollution prevention, maritime surveillance, hydrographic
and ice charting etc.
Despite the many challenges, opportunities do exist in the
Arctic, so despite today’s status and the fact that some of
the above may look improbable, the future is coming fast,
in many ways!
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Port Policy

Port of Piraeus privatization:
A bonanza or a sell out?

By Harilaos N. Psaraﬅis, Professor, Technical University of Denmark, Former CEO, Port of Piraeus

It is known that 6 groups have expressed their
interest in purchasing a majority stake of the Port
of Piraeus (OLP):
1. COSCO (Hong Kong) Group Limited , the giant Chinese
company already present in Piraeus
2. Ports America Group Holdings, the largest company in
administration of ports in the United States, present in 80
countries around the world
3. APM Terminals BV, the Dutch arm of APM Terminals, a
company present in 39 countries and part of the Danish A.P.
Møller group, and sister company of Maersk Line, the largest
container operator in the world
4. Cartesian Capital Group , LLC, a group that administers
investment funds based in New York
5. International Container Terminal Services, Inc , a company
founded in the Philippines in 1987
6. UTILICO Emerging Markets Limited, an investment company
based in Bermuda, listed on the London Stock Exchange.
It is still not clear which of these groups will submit binding
oﬀers for OLP. However, for their part, the government and TAIPED
did not hide their satisfaction for the international interest
shown in the privatization of OLP and it is hoped that the picture will clarify soon so that the sale can proceeds as
planned.
This article sheds more light on the issue of the privatization of
OLP. I would like to clarify at the outset that I have been and
still am for the active engagement of private capital towards the
further development of the major Greek ports, because I
believe that this will give the necessary impetus for such
development. In my opinion the question is, what is the best way.
As far as I can remember, the discussion on the privatization
of OLP began in the spring of 1998, when the Simitis government,
in the context of the preparation of the country to become a
member of the Eurozone, undertook the obligation to ‘privatize'
a number of public law undertakings, including the ports of
Piraeus and Thesaloniki (OLP and OLTh).

In early 1999 , law 2688/1999 transformed OLP and OLTh into
public corporations, 100% owned by the state, with May 1,
1999 as the launch date. At that time it was not clear what privatization model would be followed for the two ports , or even
if the model would be the same for both ports. Despite the initial uncertainty about the privatization, the most likely scenario
seemed to be via an Initial Public Oﬀering (IPO), ie selling
shares of the two ports through the Athens Stock Exchange
(ASE). Such a model was already tested, since the Government
had followed it for several public utilities (EYDAP water company, among others).
A few years later, both ports had their IPOs, OLTh in 2001 and
OLP in 2003. Unfortunately, the funds collected this way (about
54 million euros for OLP and about 15 million euros for OLTh)
did not go to the ports for investment purposes, but to the
Greek government. They were used to cover the deﬁcit of the
state budget, including the ‘actuarial deficit’ created by the
assumption of pension liabilities of the two ports by IKA, the
Greek state pension fund.
It should be stated here that the above actuarial deﬁcit was
much larger than the amounts collected through the IPOs. For
a sense of magnitude, the deficit’s amount was about 255
million euros for OLP, that is, almost twice greater than OLP’s
turnover in 2002, and at least 4.5 times greater than the
amount received by OLP’s IPO in 2003. However, these ﬁgures
were not known in 2001, the time when OLP had begun its IPO
process.
Since then, there have been many developments, and in 2010,
aﬅer a highly turbulent period because of labor union mobilizations,
OLP conceded to SEP S.A. (the Greek subsidiary of Cosco Paciﬁc)
Pier II of the container terminal but also Pier III, which SEP has
already partially built and has begun operating. The contract
was for 35 years. OLP reserved for itself the operation of Pier I.
In May 2012 , the Greek government transferred to TAIPED
12,759,440 shares of OLP, ie 51.04 % of its stock and equal
voting rights. TAIPED already possessed 23.1 % of OLP’s
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shares. Thus the overall ownership of equity and voting rights
of OLP by TAIPED grew to 74.14 % .
This means that from mid-2012 onwards , the Greek state no
longer held any shares of OLP. Since then TAIPED owns 74.14 %
of the shares. The remaining 25.86 % of the shares had been
sold when OLP went public in 2003. Of course the Greek state,
controlling 100 % of TAIPED, continues to indirectly control 74.14
% of the shares of OLP. The current (11/5/2014 ) market value
of these shares is 18,534,440 shares at 18.14 euros per share,
or about 336 million euros.
For comparison purposes, the minimum guaranteed net present
value (NPV) of OLP’s contract with SEP is 664.7 million euros
for the use of Piers II and III at an assumed discount rate of 9% .
If the discount rate is lower, the NPV gets higher. If it is 5%, the
NPV will go up to roughly 2.5 billion euros. And this is only for
Piers II and III, not for the entire port.
TAIPED now plans to sell a large chunk (about 67 %) of the total
remaining share package of OLP to a single buyer. It is not
clear how much they expect to receive from the sale.
Recent rumors (Kathimerini, 11 May 2014) bracket the amount
between 700 to 800 million euros. Rumors are of course
unsubstantiated, but note that this amount would be slightly
higher than the minimum guaranteed NPV of 664.7 million by

SEP (only for the use of Piers II and III), assuming a discount
rate of 9%.
My own view was and still is that it would be preferable to
adopt a model of concessions to diﬀerent service providers.
Otherwise the private monopoly that would be established will
not necessarily serve the public interest and the scheme will
not necessarily be compatible with EU law.
I believe that OLP or the Greek state could proceed with other
concessions, for instance Pier I , the car terminal, the cruise
terminal, the Perama ship repair zone, and others, following
the landlord model as in other countries in Europe and
elsewhere.
If they proceed according to this model, it would be wrong to
concede again to Cosco, because it would be good (or even
essential) to have intra-port competition.
A private monopoly may also have problems with possible
abuse of dominant position.
When this article was being written, the fate of OLP’s privatization
was still unclear. Whatever happens, it is clear that we are at a
critical point, and the path from now on will crucially depend
on decisions made by those in charge of the matter.
In my opinion, serious opportunities do exist, but there is
not much room for mistakes.
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Port Policy

Port Competitiveness:
Port users perspectives
are important
By Thanos A. Pallis*

The quest for performance measurement has
always been a key issue for ports. Port managers,
whether port authorities or terminal operators,
need to organize complex processes in an eﬃcient
and eﬀective way in order to ﬁnd the best ways to
capture value for their customers and address the
concerns of stakeholders.
For many, port performance has been associated with
operational eﬃciency alone. Physical quantities of items
used, levels of eﬀort expended, scale or scope of activities,
and the eﬃciency in converting resources into port services
have always captured center stage.
Indicators like berth occupancy, revenue per ton of cargo,
capital equipment expenditure per ton of cargo, vessel turnaround time and number of gangs employed have been
used for decades as means to benchmark current performance
against prior-year performance and against competitor
performance, so as to deliver eﬃciency objectives.
However, improved eﬃciency does not necessarily lead to
improved competitiveness, for competitiveness is also a
product of eﬀectiveness in delivering desired services to
both customers and users.

,,

If a terminal operator wishes to improve its cargo-handling
eﬃciency so as to improve berth utilization through faster
vessel turnaround, it may also improve its eﬀectiveness as
vessel time at berth decreases and the customer may be
more satisﬁed with the shipping line’s performance.
However, if that terminal operator improves its asset
utilization by leaving more vessels at anchor so as to minimize
its own downtime, its asset utilization is improved but the
customer’s service expectations may not have been met.
In this case, eﬃciency has come at the expense of eﬀectiveness.
Stakeholders’ perceptions of the ports they use are increasingly
vital for correcting both operational and governance ﬂaws

,,

Measuring users’ perspectives helps managers to understand
the current situation and eventually address issues so as to improve
experiences with the port.

*is Ass. Professor, Department of Shipping, Trade and Transport, University of the Aegean, Greece & co-director of the PortEconomics
initiative. He also serves as Secretary General of MedCruise, the association of cruise ports in the Mediterranean and its adjoining seas
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Not surprisingly, port authorities and others increasingly
acknowledge the importance of measuring the effectiveness component
of port performance in the supply chain.

that the port’s network might experience.
Measuring users’ perspectives helps managers to understand
the current situation and eventually address issues so as to
improve experiences with the port.
Insights into what is most important to a port’s users provides managers a two-pronged tool:
(1) it assists ports in setting priorities, e.g., pointing out
areas needing the greatest investment for improvement
(against those where investments are less eﬀective);
and (2) it identiﬁes those areas where a port already deliv-

ers value, and therefore the port could beneﬁt from marketing initiatives to raise awareness.
In the supply chain world, this is not an easy task. Eﬀectiveness is related to the objectives of those users seeking it.
Port user groups might rate a port’s eﬀectiveness in service
delivery diﬀerently, i.e., a port that is rated highly by the
shipping lines may score poorly when rated by cargo owners
or its own supply chain partners, or vice versa.
Eﬀectiveness measurement in practice
Not surprisingly, port authorities and others increasingly
acknowledge the importance of measuring the eﬀectiveness
component of port performance in the supply chain.
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News from the

Greek Port Industry
Another award for the
Port Authority of Heraklion
Heraklion Port Authority
SA received the gold
award in the "Excellence
and Innovation in Services"
category during "Tourism
Awards 2014". This
particular competition
rewards leading practices
and innovative initiatives
by tourism businesses
or operators. Heraklion Port Authority has made great
strides in the development and application of innovative
activities with the use of new technologies with regard
to the cruise activity at the Port of Heraklion.
Indicatively, it has developed in collaboration with the
Administrative Region of Crete and the Institute of
Technology and Research a series of interactive
applications, a tourist guide mobile phone application
for the city of Heraklion, as well as techniques that
promote the so-called "tourism experience".

Sources of funds of the Ports
Regulatory Authority
The Joint Ministerial Decision (340/14.4.2014) by the Ministers of
Finance, Interior and Mercantile Marine and the Aegean defines
the ways of funding of the Ports Regulatory Authority (PRA).
According to this, the resources of PRA will come from:
• The imposition of a 0.2 % levy on annual revenues of the Port
Funds.
• The imposition of a 0.3 % levy on annual revenues of Port
Organizations Inc.
The State fee will be paid in two equal installments. The first in
the second half of January and the last in the second half of July
each year

Tender for the sale of a majority
stake of THPA S.A. “Kick oﬀ”

New project in Port Philip II
in Kavala

The Hellenic Republic Asset Development Fund (HRADF) has
called for expressions of interest for the acquisition of 67 %
shares of Thessaloniki Port Authority SA. The process is similar
to that followed by the Piraeus Port Authority SA and
comprises of two phases: qualiﬁcation on ﬁscal criteria and
submission of ﬁnancial bids by those interested parties who
pass the ﬁrst phase of the competition. The closing date for
expressions of interest (ﬁrst phase) is June 5, 2014, while the
whole process is expected to be completed by mid-autumn.
Prospective investors must satisfy certain conditions, the main
ones being:
• The interested company’s equity for the three most recent
years (average value) must be equal to or greater than
€150,000,000.
• The interested company must be the operator of at least
two port terminals, in at least two countries in the last three
years covering one of the following conditions:
• Total throughput in excess of 1,000,000 TEU and at least
one terminal with a throughput of more than 500,000 TEU
• Total throughput of 8,000,000 tonnes of dry bulk and at
least one terminal with a throughput of over 4,000,000
tonnes of dry bulk cargo
• At least one general cargo terminal with annual throughput
of over 5,000,000 tonnes of break bulk / general cargo

Kavala Port Authority SA has nominated the contractor for
the completion of the expansion of platforms on the northern
part of the western sector of the new "Philip II" port in Kavala.
The project budget is €16,000,000 and the average discount
rate achieved was 31.36 %. According to Port Authority of
Kavala SA, work will commence immediately and completion is
expected in autumn 2015.
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News from the

global port industry
Positive results for COSCO Pacific in 2013
COSCO Paciﬁc, the subsidiary of the China Ocean Shipping Group which manages port terminals,
showed a 10% increase in container traﬃc through its facilities in 2013, reaching 17.2 million
TEU. The company's net proﬁt stood at $ 286 million, increased by 2 % compared to 2012.
COSCO Paciﬁc is in the process of expanding its activities as it is seeking investment opportunities
in Africa, Southeast Asia and North America, according to Mr Qiu Jinguang, deputy managing
director of the company. A few weeks ago COSCO Pacific acquired 40% of Asia Container
Terminals for $ 213.3 million from Hutchison Port Holdings. Regarding the company’s terminal
in the port of Piraeus, the throughput increased by 19.5 % and reached 2.5 million TEU in 2013.
The company announced a dividend distribution of HK $ 0.15 per share, compared to the HK $ 0.183 per share distributed in 2012.

Benefits for Felixstowe Port from
improvements to railway network
The volume of traffic by rail in the port of Felixstowe reached
record levels in 2013, with 830,000 TEU throughput from the port
terminal rail stations. The port’s advantage due to the rail link will
be further enhanced once the Ipswich Chord, which has been
funded by the Strategic Freight Network Fund and the TransEuropean Transport Networks, is in operation. The new infrastructure
will reduce traveling to and from the largest container handling
port in the United Kingdom by one hour, improving efficiency
for both rail transport providers and container shipping
companies.
It is worth noting that the port has 60 train movements a day
connecting it with 17 inland destinations and has three train
terminals within the port area.

Good news for DP World for the
first quarter of 2014
DP World has announced its throughput statistics for the
first quarter of 2014,
according to which the
company's terminals
handled 14.3 million
TEU, a 10.5 % increase
compared to the
same period in 2013. According to the statement of DP World
President Sultan Ahmed Bin Sulayem, the increase in
throughput is largely due to the improved performance of the
group's Asia - Pacific, India and United Arab Emirates terminals,
while Europe continues to show signs of improvement. In the
United Arab Emirates, the group's terminals handled 3.6
million TEU (17.5 % increase). The contribution of the
company's terminals in the United Kingdom (London Gateway)
and Brazil (Embraport) was also important. According to the
Chairman of DP World, the investments in Nhava Sheva
(India) and Rotterdam (Netherlands) are on schedule.
Reference was also made to the construction of a terminal in
the Yarimca area (Turkey) which started recently and
will contribute 800,000 TEU to the group's total capacity from
the second half of 2015.

Reforms in the port system of Equador
Ecuador has proceeded with the abolition of four port authorities, the administration of which has been passed on to the Ministry
of Transport and Public Works. The four authorities abolished are those of Esmeraldas, Guayaquil, Manta and Puerto Bolivar; behind
this decision is an effort to eliminate rivalry between ports. The government will create a public ports company that will coordinate
their operations and each port will specialize in managing specific cargoes so that there is no competition between them.
At a government level, there are plans to create a General Secretariat of Ports.
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European Policy

Short sea shipping 2014:
Time for a rethink?

By Alkis John Corres, Visiting Professor, City Law School
Chairman, European Shortsea Network

Short sea shipping is an important sector of the transportation industry and it has alwayes
been active in. Especially for European Union SSS it has assumed a special meaning as
ita has been in the centre of relevant policies and it has been accepted by all EU institutions
in its twenty years course. But, lets be fair, despite the eﬀorts, SSS has never quite made
it to beat road transport.
SSS has entered n a new period of challenges and its
time to make an assessment of its course.To get the ball
rolling I am going to raise five questions.
A) SSS twenty years ago was a hot issue not only for the
industry but also for the EU and the member states. Is
this still the case or SSS has just lost its shine?
B) Based on the study of Wijnost and Waals, the major outcome was that the EU SSS ﬂeet is ageing fast. Is that
true in nowadays?
C) What have been so far the concrete gains from the development of the Motorways of the Seas (MoS)?
D) How far will SECAS reverse the Short Sea initiative?
E) What does it take to make the EU an LNG powered region
especially in the light of the new environmental initiatives? Lets try to shed some light in the aforementioned
questions.
Regardind the ﬁrst question, if SSS is still a hot subject there
is not one and only answer. In favour of yes, one could argue
that SSS is still a green mode of transport, it moves the
greatest part of dry and liquid goods in the EU and moreover it has becone a lot more intermodal. Finally, SSS in niwadays is ell integrated in the Green Corridors and the
TEN-Ts. On the other hand there is the oppossite view, that
SSS is not a hot topic any more.To support this view someone can say that it became apparent that SSS cannot match
the expansion of road transport.Also as SSS has been
around for two decades, it is an old concept, surpassed by
the recent developments.SSS has not taken advantage of

relevant technologies because advances ib ship and port
technology have been less than spectacular. Finally the EU
coastline remains fragmented creating addittional problems
to SSS.
For the second question about the existence of an age problem in the SSS ﬂeet there are two major points of view.
Those supporting that there is an ageing problem in the SSS
ﬂeet base their view on the fact that relatively few new short
sea ships were built outside the 2003-2008 boom period.
This situation got worse as many EU shiopyards have either
closed down or they only do repair works, thus limiting the
available capacity for delivering newbuildings. Another issue
towards a posiive answer in the ageing problem question is
the fact that ﬁnance has been thin over extended periods
and also proﬁt margins have been generally low.In favour of
those supporting that an ageing problem in SSS ﬂeet does
not exist, someone can support that EU will liﬅ its ban on
shipbuilding credit and guarantees creating oppotunities for
building new ships with better terms, Also there are incentives that will ensure that EU domestic ﬂeet stays competitive. Moreover a high proﬁle pollution incident will kick-in a
rebuilding program. Finally the coastline around EU will
bring more business to EU ﬂagged ships. It must be sepaid
nevertheless that none of the above is presently a realistic
assumption.
The third question, if the MoS revitalised SSS, all the possible
answers between yes or no are on the table, although answer should be between `not really` and `no`.
For the fourth question, if the measures in SECA will hurt
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European Policy
SSS, the ly answer seems ti be ỲES`. The way in which SECA
may hit SSS is through backshiﬅ, i.e. the return of cargo
traﬃc from the sea to the roads. In favour of YES one could
say that the Finns are very worried about implications on
industry and trade and the Norwegians are expecting a
backshiﬅ between 10 and 20% and are considering new
ways of fostering coastwise marine transport. The Swedes
are also concerned about environmental implications as
well as the European Commission which has created the
European Sustainable Shipping Forum.
The last quetion is about the ability of EU to become an LNG
region and here also there is no short answer. Instead of it
I will put forward some thoughts that may help concluding
on an answer. First of all someone has to take into account
the time needed to create an LNG network and what would
be the cost of such a network. The time needed to convert
and build new LNG burning ﬂeet is another prameter along
with the issue of what will happen to conventional ships.
Finally what would be the cost of a conversion/renewal
program? For building an LNG network lets say that
requires about 5-10 years. Also the conversion and the
building of new LNG burning ﬂeet it will take approximately
20-25 yearsan estimated oﬀ the cuﬀ investment, between
150-200 billion euros. It is logical that most of the ships of
the existing SSS ﬂeet will be scraped and the youngest will
be either sold or converted.
Towards this sollution someone must have in mind that
such a decision would imply something like 400-500 ships
per year on average, with emphasis on conversions in the
beggining and newbuildings subsequently. EU shipyards can
spring back to life within 2-3 years and the use of the Corres
/Psaraﬅis common ship sections production method can
treble each yard's annual output. EU could have an LNG network in about 10 years and by then thre could be around
3000 LNG burning ships. This way, the dream of DG Environment about an all-LNG short sea ﬂeet could be realized
circa 2040. Based on these thoughts the answer to the ﬁﬅh
question may be as follows: Assuming there is ﬁnance and
reasonable employment expectations for the new ships, one
might see an exclusively LNG powered short sea ﬂeet in
about 20-25 years`.

Although the SSS initiative is an old idea and it cannot be a
match to road transport, it remains an extremely important
issue as it ﬁts perfectly in a green transport perspective.
There is a ﬂeet age problem today which may go away in future
if there is an incentives policy in support of LNG, otherwise
there will be a problem.
Moreover the MoS traﬃc results to date are below expectations
and someone can argue that the whole concept needs a
faceliﬅ. Also, in theory, the EU could realistically expect to
have an LNG powered SS ﬂeet in future if it can put together
a policy of incentives, but this will take a quarter of a
century.
Recapping, we need to re-examine some of our strategies
and some ideas towards this derection are the following ﬁve
points:

.........
...
*... Shipping must move freely within the EU maritime
space. Either Regulation 3577/92 on Canbotage will be
amended, or scrapped altogether and a Common
Maritime Space will be adopted as suggested earlier.
.........
...
*
... Europe must start seing Short Sea as its own domestic
ﬂeet, not as a makeshiﬅ variate of national ﬂeets. The
replacement of the SS ﬂeet is unavoidable, but we still
have hose shipbuilding directives. If not repealed, 200
billion euros newbuilding business will go to third
countries.
.........
...
*
Regarding
investments in ships the EU has grave problems.
...
While communist economies used to rely on the Plan,
capitalist economies can only be driven with incentive
policies. The EU has neither of them, so it cannot score
any results. Economic incentives are presently hostage
to compeitition policy restrictions and that strangulates
any growth prospects for the entire region.
.........
...
*... Economic austerity policies in the EU have a dampening
eﬀect on trade and medium term economic forecasts
are negative in many EU members. We need to get out
of this trip.
...
...... In these days where defense power matters, the EU
*
...
...
should reconsider its position regarding political and
economic survival before its too late.

Πληκτρολογήστε www.readpoint.com (Ηλεκτρονικό Περίπτερο-Βιβλιοπωλείο)
και μπορείτε να έχετε το περιοδικό ΝΑΥΤΙΚΑ ΧΡΟΝΙΚΑ μια βδομάδα νωρίτερα
από την έκδοση του, στην τιμή των 4 ευρώ.
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The Efkranti
Journey

The "Efkranti" Annual Award Ceremony hosted by
"Naftika Chronika" and the Hellenic Association
of Maritime Economists was held on Wednesday, 30
April 2014, at the Aikaterini Laskaridis Foundation.

In the presence of prominent guests from the wider shipping industry,
the hosts of the event, Dr. Thanos Pallis, President of the Hellenic
Association of Maritime Economists and Ilias Bisias, director of
"Naftika Chronika", joined the members of the awards jury in
announcing the winners of the awards and in presenting the honorary
awards given out for the sixth consecutive year in Piraeus.
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The ceremony was opened
by the director of "Naftika Chronika",
Ilias Bisias, who among other things
said:
fkranti, the patroness nymph of sailors and the good catch,
is symbolically awarded every year in this solemn ceremony
to 7 individuals or organizations that honor the Greek Shipping
Example through their activity.

E

The members of the eclectic awards committee organized by
Naﬅika Chronika with the patronage and support of ENOE and
the hospitality and assistance of the Aikaterini Laskaridi Foundation,
come from both Greek academia and Greek maritime journalism.
There were 43 members on the committee that chose this year's
awards winners.
But this year, for the ﬁrst time, we invited last year's winners to
contribute their vote to the ﬁnal verdict.
I dare say that the populous electoral body composed of intellectuals,
people from research, the media and the market, supports and
enhances the objectivity of the awards. We thank each and every
one of you for your love and dedication to the recording and
recounting of the Greek maritime miracle.

Sponsors of the “EFKRANTI Awards”:
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oday we are honoring people and organizations in shipping.
These people and organizations do honor to the Greek shipping
tradition and to seamanship and entrepreneurship; the kind
of shipping in which we Greeks have the privilege to say we are
the ﬁrst in the world, something we cannot say about any of our
other activities. So this shipping makes us proud. It relies upon
Greek seafarers and Greek shipowners, as well as shipping
company executives; on these three important pillars.

T
The President of the "Aikaterini
Laskaridis" Foundation,
Mr Panos Laskaridis said in his
speech:

For several decades our shipping has traditionally forged very
close ties with the Greek state. These ties have recently suﬀered
a very signiﬁcant blow through the misguided, unnecessary actions of the Ministry of Finance, which has vowed to break these
traditional ties by going against the eﬀort of the rest of the government and especially the Prime Minister. These actions have
unfortunately caused a rupture, which, if not reversed, will sadly
lead to this being the ﬁrst political leadership to deliver a shipping
industry smaller than the one it took over, something that will
happen for the ﬁrst time in the past several decades.
Greek shipping has no reason to complain or quarrel with the
Greek state; it wants to have excellent relations and is convinced
that its place and its progress are here, provided these relations
which, as I said, have been evolving for many decades in a
completely positive way, are maintained.
But enough complaining; today is a day that we want to honor.
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George Gratsos, President Hellenic
Chamber of Shipping said in his
speech:
reece is one of the strangest countries in the world. While
everywhere else excellence receives recognition by the
State, in our country almost none of the businessmen
receive recognition, even though the economy relies on them.
Therefore, the EFKRANTI annual awards are a gratifying event
because excellence deserves recognition.
To what Mr. Laskaridis has just stated, I have to add that yes, we
have the largest shipping in the world. We have, however, two
shippings.
One is the oceanic shipping that works according to international
standards and is the largest in the world, but we also have
shipping operating in Greece, which we have destroyed.
We have destroyed our legislation on cruise ships - remember
that in 1970 we had the largest ﬂeet in the Mediterranean and
beyond.
A few years later we created the biggest and best coastal
shipping with so many new ships, but here too, of the 45 new
ships, at least 15 have already been sold to foreigners. Another
negative lead for Greece... We had shipyards that built ships; aﬅer
the transition from the dictatorship they were sold and have now
withered away.
Everything we do in this country leads to destruction. Fortunately,
for the moment we have not destroyed the shipping sector,
although it seems that some are trying to achieve this too.
I would like to remind you that in the 60s there were no shipping
agencies in Piraeus, there were only oﬃces for crews. Shipping
companies started coming to Piraeus because of the legislation
created from the mid- 60s onward. If legislation hadn't been put
into place to attract the shipping oﬃces, we would still be doing
crews. We must understand that the human mind creates growth
and it also creates economic decline. We need to think in order
to create growth.

G
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he Efkranti awards are an idea conceived by Naﬅika
Chronika - spearheaded by Ilias Bissias – the implementation
of which was embraced from the very ﬁrst moment by
ENOE.
The Association of Maritime Economists (ENOE) was founded in
2006, mainly by Academic Economists, in order to allow continuous
communication and debate with an ever-expanding circle of new
and older scientists who have studied or are employed in positions
related to the maritime economy.
The aim of the Association of Maritime Economists (ENOE) is
to contribute, as much as possible, to information, public debate,
and why not, to the public submission of thoughts and suggestions
on shipping’s yesterday, today and tomorrow.
Young people have embraced our initiatives. The response to the
series of events that take place every Tuesday at the University
of Piraeus, under the responsibility of ENOE’s Vice President,
Prof. K. Chlomoudis, is indicative.
ENOE is preparing to contribute even further to the discussion
of maritime issues. And this it will do by mobilizing the shipping
community that operates in Greece and by inviting distinguished
scientists from around the world to discuss maritime issues.
Within this framework it will help organize the European
Conference ECONSHIP 2015, which follows a series of conferences
placed under its auspices since the day of its inception. It has also
placed under its auspices events such as the celebration of
Maritime Day, to be held in Chios next May through a collaboration
of the European Commission and the Research in Shipping and
Ports Laboratory (RESHIP) of the University of the Aegean.
Today seven Efkranti awards will be given out. Even if 7 is the
symbol of perfection, according to Pythagorean mathematicians,
today we are not rewarding those who are 'perfect', nor are we
rewarding the best. The number of people who do business,
invest and work for the prosperity of Greek-owned shipping, the
port economy and the associated activities in Piraeus, which is
our host this evening, but also everywhere on this planet, includes
a very signiﬁcant number of people who are 'the best'. Our goal
is to reward the "EXAMPLE", hoping to make our small contribution
so that the 'Greek Maritime Paradigm' continues its journeys on
seas and oceans.

T
The President of ENOE,
Dr. Thanos Pallis said in his
speech:
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Social Contribution to Shipping Award: Awarded to

Konstantinos Aggelopoulos
George Vlachos, President PEPEN
onstantine Angelopoulos is the great Arcadian who with
his attitude towards life and his willpower oﬀers unlimited
courage to all his fellow humans so that they can cope
with daily challenges. Many of his peers will have a lot to say
about his charity work, although he himself prefers to remain
in obscurity because of the modesty and ethos that pervade
him. In the troubled and turbulent times we are experiencing,
Constantine Angelopoulos continues with the same zeal to have
his ships under Greek ﬂag and provides employment to a large
number of Greek Merchant Marine Oﬃcers.
His activities and presence in the employers' ﬁeld do not stop
at shipping; they are multifaceted and involve other business
activities as well.

C

Constantine Angelopoulos
ARCADIA Shipmanagement Co. Ltd
ongratulations to everyone who received an award today,
because they all deserved them, and thank you for the
kind words you said about my husband, Constantine Angelopoulos. I thank Naftika Chronika and the judges on his
behalf and convey how moved he is by this award.
Yeli Angelopoulou

C

Professor N. Travlos, Rector of ALBA University
r. Constantine Angelopoulos, following the strong and
long tradition of his late father, Panayiotis Angelopoulos,
is characterized by deep social awareness and an endless
appetite for social contribution. I will share with you just one
dimension of the contribution of Mr. Angelopoulos to education
and speciﬁcally to the creation of business executives in both
the general business sector and in shipping.
Mr. Angelopoulos is a pillar, a founding member and constant
supporter of the graduate school I have the honor to serve
(lead), while his companies are also members of the non-proﬁt
organization created and "run" by Alba Graduate Business
School at the American College of Greece.
Apart from this particular participation and his ﬁnancial aid, he
systematically enrolls his executives to all our postgraduate
programs. So he gives them the opportunity to acquire all those
skills that will produce the next generation of executives
and senior business executives in shipping.

M

The award was presented to Yeli Angelopoulou by George
Vlachos and N. Travlos
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International Promotion of Shipping Award: Awarded to

George Koumoutsakos

John Platsidakis, Chairman Intercargo, Managing
Director Anangel Maritime Servises Inc.
t is paradoxical that
shipping, this particularly influential industry of our economy, does
not enjoy the acclaim of a
large part of world public
opinion.
Particularly, I would say, in
the European Union.
A group of states with a
particularly strong maritime
tradition have failed to appreciate the important service
which global shipping oﬀers to the world.
Here enters the winner, Mr. Koumoutsakos, who is awarded
today not only for his very successful career at the Ministry of
Foreign Aﬀairs, but also for the fact that he embraced shipping with
love and interest and promoted our maritime issues eﬀectively
during his tenure in the EU.
Mr. George Koumoutsakos was an MEP from 2009 to 2014 and
in 2013 he was awarded as the best MEP in his ﬁeld.
Personally, I gave him this award long ago because I had the fortune
to work with him on shipping matters and because of my
involvement with the Chamber of Shipping, where we had
an excellent cooperation over the years.

I
George Koumoutsakos
Member of the European Parliament (2009-2014)
hen I began my term as an MEP in 2009, I decided to
attend the Committee on Transport and Tourism. It is
a diﬃcult Committee because it produces legislative
work; it is not a political Committee. The relationship I had with
transport was the relationship my son has with astronomy.
However, I had a reason for making this decision even though I
knew that I would have to work very hard to stand in this Committee
that required technical knowledge and continuous monitoring
because of the huge interests hidden behind each paragraph
of any amendment ﬁled.
The reason was a bit selﬁsh. I knew that shipping is the main
sector and I knew, as every Greek ought to know, that there lies
the source of power, pride and positions important for the country.
So I knew that by being part of this Committee I would have the
pleasure, the honor but also the responsibility when I made
interventions, that when I spoke about maritime issues, my
fellow MPs would listen carefully. And the pride I felt, I owe to you,
to all the people in shipping.
So I made that decision, but all along I had one concern: that I
had to honor what shipping brought to the country's representation
in the European parliament.
This relationship and this internal agreement between myself
and shipping is what I have tried to honor all these years.

W

Nikos Bardounias, Journalist
s a journalist I have written many times about shipping
and the role the State has to play. Koumoutsakos
belonged to those who were the exception. I remember
one of the last times we met in Brussels, when on his own initiative
he took part in an event on piracy and the need for armed
guards on ships.
It was an event attended by many MEPs and Greek shipowners operating in Greece and internationally.
This is but a small example of what Koumoutsakos did during
his tenure in the EU. He is worthy of this award and title.

A

The award was presented to George Koumoutsakos by John
Platsidakis and Nikos Bardounias
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The Best Manager Award:Awarded to

Dimitris Koukoulas

Panos Zachariadis, Technical Director
Atlantic Bulk Carriers Management Ltd
r. Dimitris Koukoulas studied mechanical engineering at the University of Toledo in Ohio, USA.
Upon graduating in 1984, ﬁrst he worked in Houston
and then in 1991 he joined a shipping company in Piraeus as a
technical manager. In 1996 he was appointed deputy technical
director of Oceanbulk where he was later promoted to technical director. However, in 2005 a growing company, Cardiﬀ Marine,
won him over. Having taken on the position of Technical Director
of Cardiﬀ Marine / Dry Division and in less than three years the
position of General Manager of the Dry Division, Mr. Koukoulas
has greatly contributed
to the spectacular performance of the company
up to this day.
When Mr. Koukoulas
took over as technical
director there were
many challenges considering that up to
2004 the dry division of
the company consisted
of only 10 vessels and
some newbuilding orders; thereafter it successfully acquired 99
vessels, 29 of which were newbuildings, making the dry division
of Cardiﬀ Marine one of the largest “dry” units in the world.
At the same time, to ensure the required crews for the ﬂeet, he
contributed substantially to the establishment of exclusive crew
agencies in the Philippines and Romania, raising the 35 % rehiring rate (retention rate) to 80%.
Among his many other achievements, Dimitris Koukoulas looking ahead to the company’s future created a hotbed of staﬀ
under his personal supervision, with the result that 65 % of the
company's employees are under 40 years of age.
So the title of best manager rightfully belongs to him!

M
Dimitris Koukoulas
General Manager TMS Bulkers, TMS Dry,
TMS Oﬀshore Services
n my opinion, the key to achieve creativity in a business
establishment is the use of common procedures and common
language, as well as selecting the right people for the job.
I believe, however, that the creativity and the originality decline as
a person becomes familiar with and adopts the conventional way
of thinking taught in schools and in the professional arena.
Therefore, a manager should not be isolated, he should be close to
the employees, know them by their ﬁrst names and he should guide
them and treat them as if they were volunteers. He should also
have the ability to listen, acknowledge the achievements of his
associates and be decisive, broad minded and passionate with his job.
There are many challenges to deal with in shipping industry in order
to remain competitive and thus to achieve the necessary viability and I will not be tiresome with details - but I believe that our ships
must comply with the new standards that require them to be environmentally friendly in several sectors and with optimum
performance as regards speed and low fuel oil consumption.
Furthermore, the competition of the steadily rising Asian shipping
must be seriously taken into account by the Western shipping industry.

I

As regards the unemployment that currently plaguing our
youngsters, I believe that there is plenty of room for them to work Professor Maria Lekakou, Member of the Council
in the shipping industry, provided that the State deals much more of the University of the Aegean, Professor of the
seriously with this issue, in cooperation with the maritime community Department of Shipping Trade and Transport University
- and I hope that the recent negative sentiment created between of the Aegean
the Government and the maritime community will be restored
soon, for the beneﬁt of our country and its exit from the crisis.
s a woman who serves the Higher Education and the
maritime community, as of Member of the Council of the
Before concluding, I wish to emphasize that behind a good manager
University of the Aegean and as a Professor of the
there is a team of skilled executives who support him by properly Department of Shipping Trade and Transport, in the name of
applying company’s strategy and guidelines; therefore, I wish to Dimitios Koukoulas, I would like to honor and recognize those
thank all the executive members of my company for their cooperation who give a chance to young people under 40. This is the big
and support.
challenge; it is what persuades me as a University teacher to
say that this award belongs to those who open the way for young
people. In this case, to Mr Koukoulas, who strives to bring forth
The award was presented to Dimitris Koukoulas by Panos
the under 40's Greece.

A

Zachariadis and Maria Lekakou
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Aiding Maritime Education Award:Awarded to

Alpha Tankers & Freighters International
& Pantheon Tankers Management S.A.
Professor Ernestos Tzannatos, Dean of the
School of Maritime and Industries Studies, University
of Piraeus
lpha Tankers and Pantheon Management could have
been honoured for many reasons. Amongst them, for
their lasting contribution to Greek shipping and the national
economy or for the recent rescue of 100 troubled souls near
Lampedusa by M/T ‘Patroclus’ of Pantheon Management, an
action for which the company was honoured by the U.S. Coast
Guard. Furthermore, for adopting innovative technological solutions
(such as LNG fuelling) in response to the modern environmental
challenges and for numerous other reasons.
On this special occasion, however, the companies of Mrs. Anna
Angelicoussis Kanellakis, are honoured for their contribution to
Captain John Tsouras
maritime training. For ensuring that our seafarers have the
Alpha Tankers & Freighters International
education, skills and the culture necessary for maintaining
Greek shipping at the top of the world. Because regardless of
lpha Tankers & Freighters International and Pantheon
ship technology development,
Tankers Management S.A. are two companies which
the human factor onboard and
manage a total of 47 dry cargo vessels and tankers, emashore is and will continue to be
ploying in total more than 1,500 sailors, of which 650 are Greek
the most critical component of
oﬃcers. In addition to the above vessels, one LNG ship and
quality in shipping.
three Bulk Carrier, Capesize and Eco-Type ships are under construction and will be received in 2015.
The policy pursued by the late Anthony Angelikousis remains
the same from the1960s until today - now under the leadership
of Mrs. Anna Angelikousis-Kanellaki.
• Confidence in the Greek flag
• Confidence in the Greek Captain and the Greek Engineer
• Practical recognition of his value and contribution to the
Greek maritime miracle.
This policy leads to the creation of high level executives, both
Professor Antonia Moropoulou, Vice Rector
in our ships and in our oﬃces.
By following this policy, Mrs. Anna Angelikousis-Kanellaki’s family of Academic Aﬀairs of the National Technical University
asserts the belief that Greek oﬃcers are the linchpin of world of Athens (NTUA)
class maritime capital with our national economy, setting an
he winning companies eﬀectively highlight the particular
example for others to follow.
role played by maritime education. We, as the National
A natural consequence of the above is the fact that our comTechnical University of Athens, are at the forefront and
pany believes and invests in quality maritime education, either
in terms of the Merchant Marine Academies, or training in the have proven our expertise of today's new practices in transMerchant Marine Oﬃcers Training Center (MMOTC) and other European transport networks, a sector in which we play an
important role; especially the Marine Engineering department,
centers providing specialized maritime training.
To this end, our company continuously recruits a large number in marine highways education.
of students coming from the MMAs, who are trained by the oﬃ- Of particular importance is also is our contribution to strategies
adopted by the European Union, such as the recent strategic
cers of our ships in the best possible way.
Also, our company’s sponsorships contribute to the improve- adoption of LNG as a marine fuel in the Mediterranean, the Atment of public education and in general the company is in con- lantic and the Black Sea. Or to the research carried out and the
stant readiness to oﬀer assistance not only to maritime training that will follow for the exploration and exploitation of
hydrocarbons in Greece.
education, but also to the institutions that serve it.
The School of Naval Architecture and Marine Engineering is at
the forefront of education and research, and we are happy to
meet here with the shipping community that supports maritime
The award was presented to Captain John Tsouras by
education at all its latitudes and at all levels.
Ernestos Tzannatos and Antonia Moropoulou

A

A

T
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Support of Greek Entrepreneurship Award:
Awarded to

Ηellenic Ship Brokers

Professor Alkis Korres, Honorary President ENOE
am saddened that a man who played a decisive role in the
course of this industry, Nikos Cotzias, father of John and president
of the Union for many years, is not with us to celebrate.
Nikolaos Cotzias was the ﬁrst person on the Greek Hall of Fame
to become a member without being a shipowner.
Now, as a person involved in short sea, I would like to say that
oceanic shipping is great, important, the ﬁrst in the world.
But there is also shipping in the EU, what we call short sea,
which continuously rises in importance and we see before us issues
which, using very simple ways, can make it more competitive and
successful. There is a small institutional issue, however, that
John Cotzias
causes damage in this ﬁeld, which needs improvement. And this
is the dysfunctional cabotage regulation (3597/92), which requires
President Hellenic Shipping Association
changes in the crew composition from one country to another
country, or working between mainland and islands. So I would
n award creates additional pressure to become better ask: Please look aﬅer Short Sea Shipping and join us in our eﬀort
and to excel even more. My father started with a vision: to improve this piece of legislation.
To bring the cluster of parallel maritime activities to
Piraeus. And we succeeded. We brought a lot of services and
created many jobs in the “satellite" professions, as they are
called.
What is also important are the seminars we organize, through
which we award the "Shipping Gnosis" certiﬁcate, meaning
Knowledge in Greek, because what we do is transfer experience
and knowledge to the young people who will staff Greek
shipping tomorrow.

I

A

Rea Metropoulou, President WISTA (2012-2014)
ersonally I am very happy about this award for two reasons. The ﬁrst is that I like shipbrokers very much; you all
know that we maritime lawyers and shipbrokers complement each other.
A good shipbroker has to be aware of the basic legal consequences of a charter, and a good maritime lawyer managing
disputes which may arise during the charter also needs to be
aware of the commercial aspects and consequences before giving legal advice. The second reason is that in my experience,
gained recently from managing non-proﬁt associations operating in the shipping industry in Greece such as the Hellenic Association of Shipbrokers, they oﬀer a valuable service to Greek
shipping. Please note that today approximately 350 brokerage
companies operate in Greece, which employ 1,500 to 2,000
people. The activity of the Greek Shipbrokers’ Union is multifaceted. It organizes conferences and seminars, awards scholarships for the training of members and the development of
the profession, and, it recently raised its voice to the state on
matters concerning the wider maritime services cluster. As
Greeks who want shipping to develop in our country, we need
to strengthen clusters in every way. The Hellenic Shipbrokers
Association, with great consistency and professionalism, makes
a useful contribution in this direction. This is why it deserves
this commendation.

P

The award was presented to John Cotzias by Alkis Korres and
Rea Metropopoulou
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Best Communication Strategy Award:
Awarded to

Piraeus Port Authority SA
Professor Costas Chlomoudis, Vice President
of ENOE
e are awarding PPA not only for the increase of containers,
which could also be attributed to the presence of
Cosco, but also for the communication strategy it has
followed. If we stop to consider what a communications strategy is, we will see that it consists of the following elements. First is
the communication with the executives within the company itself.
The second is the involvement of executives. Third is the development of communication strategies with direct and indirect
users of the diﬀerent port activities terminals available. Another
factor is the selection of contact techniques with the market, i.e.
customers. A ﬁﬅh element is the careful use of the media. Finally, an important element is program evaluation and results
communication, whether the company is reliable in what it announces, etc.
All the above deﬁne a communication system concept that we
think PPA managed to achieve in 2013, in a time of economic recession. It promoted corporate social responsibility activities aimed at the protection of the environment and the
creation of cultural nuclei in Piraeus and the surrounding
coastal area, actions and infrastructures with signiﬁcant beneﬁts
for the future. Recently, it has been promoting port diplomacy
actions, something very important.
In fact next year Piraeus will be hosting the General Assembly
of the European Sea Ports Organisation.
For all these reasons, the prize belongs to PPA.

W
Stavros Hatzakos
PPA General Manager
e have put a lot of eﬀort in recent years in keeping
abreast of developments and I think that our eﬀorts
have reached a point where we can say that we have a
say not only in Greek, but also in international port politics.
Our eﬀorts to promote and reshape the main port and expand
the cruise area, provides us with the certainty that in the next
few years we will be able to create a diﬀerent space that will be
enjoyed by visitors to Piraeus, as well as citizens, who for many
years have been looking for an outlet in the port.
Also, it has already been decided, but will be announced oﬃcially
next week in Gothenburg, that next year’s annual meeting of all
the ports of Europe will take place in PPA.

W

Natassa Vassilaki,
Managing Director of Naﬅiliaki / News Front
he exponential growth of the Piraeus Port Authority has
made it the fourth container handling port in the Mediterranean. In Greece, 60 million passengers are handled
each year. Of this number, about 20 million are serviced
through the port of Piraeus. The 2nd country in passenger traﬃc
is Italy, with 40 million passengers.

T

The award was presented to Stavros Hatzakos by
Costas Chlomoudis and Natassa Vassilaki
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Overall Contribution to Shipping Award:
Awarded to

Springfield Shipping Co. Panama S.A.
Michael Bodouroglou, Chairman Allseas,
Chairman and CEO Paragon, Box Ships Inc
here are many Greek companies today that succeed and
are admirable, not only in Greece, but internationally.
Moreover, the majority of companies listed on American
stock exchanges are Greek interests companies. Innovation,
investment in quality and safety and respect for the environment
are characteristics we admire in a company.
But when we’re talking about contributing to Shipping, I think a
very important parameter is staying power. Durability. And this
isn’t simple. If one compares the maritime map of the country
40 years ago, it was very diﬀerent from today. Other names
were on the map then, today the names are diﬀerent. The name
Springﬁeld, however, shone then and continues to shine to this day.
If you quiz people around the world about what the word shipping
reminds them of, most will answer "Onassis". Many will say that
this is because of his personal rather than his professional life.
To me though Onassis is mainly the visionary, bold and innovative
entrepreneur who makes us proud.
I remember the awe and admiration his company stirred in me
when I started my career 35 years ago. Huge tankers with white
freeboards that deﬁed common sense by carrying the dirtiest
of loads, on white! I remember his oﬃcers who were sought
aﬅer for their education and the integrity of their training.
Later, I also found out about his business innovations. He was
the ﬁrst to use the name and credibility of his charterers like
Exxon and other oil companies to get loans with a large proportion
of funding in new orders. A common practice today, but he was
the ﬁrst. But even by today’s standards, his ﬂeet’s qualitative
performance is impressive. A look at equasis.org will tell you
that even today Springﬁeld has zero pollution, zero accidents
and zero reservations.

T

Dimitris Patrikios
General Manager Springfield Shipping Co. Panama S.A.
his award belongs to all the employees of the Onassis Foundation. We believe that we are the continuers of a glorious
past; our executive committee, led by Chairman Anthony Papadimitriou, creates every day the conditions for a dynamic future.
All of us who work in Springﬁeld, which is an integral part of the
Foundation, feel very proud that we contribute to Greek society
in two ways: By employing only Greek oﬃcers in all tankers,
which we regard as an investment and
not part of the operating cost of the
vessel; but also, by our contribution to
the culture of our country through the
charitable activities of the foundation.
We believe that this period we are experiencing the aﬅermath of the 2008
crisis. We believe that this is the beginning of a new phase for Greek shipping.
The investments made in new or young
ships and in old ships that Greeks hitherto have not traditionally invested in, have changed our shipping’s position on the global shipping map. We, as a business
group, are present in the developments and will continue to be
present in future. In this ﬁeld, the Greek oﬃcer must develop
additional skills which will give him greater extroversion in order
to claim a dominant position globally and not only on ships of
Greek interests.
This, however, requires bold and inspired interventions in the
educational curriculum of Naval Academies, through the involvement of all private and social players for the creation of
the added value of the Greek oﬃcer.

T

The award was presented to Dimitris Patrikios by Michael
Bodouroglou and Ioannis Theotokas

Dr. Ioannis Theotokas, Associate Professor,
Director ReShiP Laboratory, University of the Aegean
s a researcher who has studied the business course of
many Greek shipowners with a long presence in the
international freight market, I would like to say that
Aristotle Onassis fascinates us the most because of his business
course and not because of his personal life which certainly had
elements of uniqueness. Of course Onassis is not with us since
1975, but one fact worth pointing out is that the company he
created still exists under the same name and still distinguishes
itself in the international freight markets for the quality management of its ﬂeet. This is largely due to the characteristic ability that
Onassis had to select and retain his company executives. Thus,
to this day, Springﬁeld company continues to 'transport' across
the oceans the quality of Greek shipping, showing the importance
of investing in people, the importance of entrepreneurship and
of course showing what contribution to society means, since
the income generated from shipping supports the activities of
the Foundation. All these are elements that fully justify awarding
Springﬁeld Shipping Management SA.

A
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1. Capt. G. Vlachos, Mr. S. Vougious, Mrs. I. Bissias, Mr. G. Xiradakis, Mr. G. Banos 2. Inside the Aikaterini
Laskaridis Library 3. Mr. G. Alexandratos. I. Bissias, G. Koumoutsakos and H. Simandonis 4. Mr. N. Tsavliris
5. Major of Piraeus V. Michaloliakos 6. Prof. I. Theotokas, Mrs El. Polychronopoulou and Mr. G. Xiradakis
7. Mr. A. Reisopoulos and Mr. G. Banos 8. Capt. I. Tsenempis 9. Mr. D. Iliou, Mr. J. Cotzias and Mr. J. Vatkas
10. Capt. O. Lekatsas
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The Greek Maritime Cluster People

A satellite communications expert
Navarino is a satellite communications organization providing a wide range of
services to shipping companies worldwide. The company is a strategic partner of
Inmarsat and has a growing worldwide resellers’ network

interview

The VP, Media Communications of the NAVARINO TELECOM, Christian Vakarelis answers questions
submitted by «NAFTIKA CHRONIKA»

» What are your goals for the future? and
How do you diﬀerentiate your products from those of your
competitors?
What are the new services you oﬀer?
Our goal is to continue to deliver high quality integrated satellite
communications solutions.
By focusing on eﬃciency, ﬂexibility, speed and cost optimization,
we tailor and align our every proposal to meet each client's needs.
Besides our full portfolio of Inmarsat communication solutions,
Navarino is the developer of the Inﬁnity solution.
Inﬁnity is the most advanced maritime bandwidth management
and optimization solution that can be used on ships equipped
with any type of satellite communications systems.
Inﬁnity allows users to share voice and data traﬃc required for
business use with traﬃc generated by the crew in an eﬃcient
and measurable way.
By doing so, users can subscribe to higher bandwidth packages
and therefore enjoy lower rates per unit while having the ability to allocate costs and charge users (business, crew or third
party) of the service accordingly.
In addition, inﬁnity provides a variety of value‐added‐services
such as internet café type access for voice and data, VoIP
calling, ﬁrewalling, compression, content management, vessel
positioning, e‐mail for crew or business purposes and many
other services as described in this document.
Inﬁnity soﬅware is continuously developed and updated on a
quarterly basis. Inﬁnity is designed in such a way that it continuously
updates all installed units to incorporate new features as asked
for by existing and prospective users.
Therefore, all users beneﬁt from every update and may ﬁnd
useful tools that were suggested by their peers in the shipping
industry.

» What is the specialization area of NAVARINO TELECOM?
Navarino is a service provider of Inmarsat with a client base
consisting of more than 2,500 vessels worldwide. Navarino has
also established a steadily growing international resellers'
network. Furthermore, in early 2013 Navarino reached an
agreement with Inmarsat to become a Value Added Reseller
(VAR) of Global Xpress, meaning that we shall be able to oﬀer
our customers the next generation of Inmarsat’s very high
speed satellite services once they become available in 2014.

Our specialization is in our understanding of the target markets
in which we operate which enables us to anticipate our clients'
diﬀering and evolving business needs.
Our flexibility as an organization makes it possible for us to
support those needs with the corresponding integrated satellite
communications solutions.
Finally, our reach and choice of global partners enable us to
achieve economies of scale which we pass on to the customer,
enabling us to oﬀer high value-for-money services.
This places us in a unique position to oﬀer you the expertise
and technological resources that can help you reduce your
costs and increase your eﬃciency, giving you the competitive
edge.
Whether you need a standardized service, or something more
comprehensive and customized, we are the company to keep
you up to speed.
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